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NEWS

Korean Films Score
Hat-Trick in Rotterdam
Korea had a strong showing at the International Film Festival
Rotterdam (IFFR) this year, as evidenced by the three awards won
by Korean films. KIM Yong-hun’s thriller BEASTS CLAWING AT
STRAWS picked up the Special Jury Award in the main competition
section. The jury commended “a strong first film which is resolutely
inscribed in an existing genre but demonstrates undeniable
craftsmanship – from the screenplay to the performance and to the
temporal flexibility of structure.” In his acceptance speech, KIM said,
“My first festival, my first Q&A sessions with the audience, and my first
award; I am in deep gratitude to the IFFR for giving me such wonderful
‘firsts’”. Starring JEON Do-yeon and JUNG Woo-sung, the film
revolves around a bag full of money in a locker that is coveted by many
characters. The Bright Future Award, which is granted to the best
debut feature, went to Moving On from YUN Dan-bi. The jury described
it as “a thoughtful portrait that goes straight to the heart of human
relations and emotions, and thus enriches the cinematic tradition of
family drama remarkably”.
BONG Joon Ho delivered a masterclass on January 29. The director
also presented the world premiere of the black-and-white version of
Parasite , which managed to add the Audience Award to its trophy case.
The other Korean titles invited this year were KIM Seung-woo’s Bring
Me Home and PARK Jung-bum’s Not in This World in the Voices
selection, and The Pregnant Tree and the Goblin from KIM Dong-ryung
and PARK Kyoung-tae in the Bright Future section. The International
Film Festival Rotterdam ran from January 22 to February 2.
by Fabien Schneider

BEASTS CLAWING AT STRAWS
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HAN Ye-ri's Minari
Wins Top Honors at
Sundance

Minari

The Sundance Film Festival handed out its
awards on February 1 in Park City, Utah, with
Minari , from Director Lee Isaac CHUNG,
winning the Grand Jury Prize and Audience
Award in the U.S. Dramatic competition.
Named after the Korean word for water celery,
a common ingredient in Korean cuisine, Minari
offers a new take on the American Dream
as it follows a 7-year-old Korean-American
boy after his family moves from Los Angeles
to the rural Arkansas and starts a farming
business in the 1980s to provide vegetables for
Asian immigrants. CHUNG is an American
director of Korean descent whose first feature
Munyurangabo , set entirely in Kigal, Rwanda,
debuted to much acclaim in the Un Certain
regard section of Cannes Film Festival in
2007. His latest film draws heavily on his own
experience growing up in Lincoln, Arkansas.
Steven YEUN, who worked with BONG Joon
Ho (Okja , 2017) and LEE Chang-dong (Burning ,
2018) is joined by Korean actresses HAN Yeri (Haemoo , 2014) and YOON Yuh-jung (The
Housemaid , 2010), who are both making their
American big screen debut with Minari .
The film is produced by Plan B Entertainment
and is being distributed by A24.
by Fabien Schneider

Parasite Inches Closer to
Historic Oscar Win
BONG Joon Ho’s Parasite seems unstoppable this award season, as
it scored another series of accolades from major film industry award
bodies. Following the Award for Outstanding Performance by a Cast
in a Motion Picture from the Screen Actors Guild (SAG) – the first
foreign-language film to do so – BONG Joon Ho and screenwriter
HAN Jin-won made history once again by winning Best Original
Screenplay from the Writers Guild of America (WGA) on February
1. The film won over Marriage Story, Knives Out and Once Upon
a Time in Hollywood , three movies that are also competing with
Parasite for the equivalent award at the Oscars. On the same day,
Production Designer LEE Ha-jun nabbed Best Contemporary
Feature Film at the Art Directors Guild’s Awards (AGA).
The British Academy Film & Television Arts (BAFTA), which was
held on February 2 in London, bestowed the black comedy with two
trophies, for Best Original Screenplay and Best Film Not in the
English Language. The two other categories where the film was
nominated for, Best Picture and Best Director, were won by Sam
MENDES’ war epic 1917, another frontrunner in the Oscar race.
BONG’s latest became the first Korean film to be nominated for
the Academy Awards, securing a total of six categories, namely
Best Picture, Best International Feature Film, Best Director, Best
Original Screenplay, Best Production Design and Best Film Editing.
Were it to win the Oscar for Best Picture, it would be one for the
history books, as no foreign-language film has ever pulled off such a
feat.
by Fabien Schneider

Parasite

JEON Do-yeon Mulls
EMERGENCY DECLARATION
According to her agency Management SOOP,
JEON Do-yeon is positively considering an
offer to appear in the upcoming disaster film
Emergency Declaration (literal title). If she signs
on, she will join a cast that already includes
acting titans SONG Kang-ho and LEE Byunghun in a film to be directed by The King (2017)
helmer HAN Jae-rim. Though full details are
not yet known, the film will focus on a plane
that must make an emergency landing.
JEON Do-yeon and LEE Byung-hun have
previously appeared together on screen in
The Harmonium in My Memory (1999) and
Memories of the Sword (2015). Meanwhile JEON
has also co-starred with SONG Kang-ho in one
of her most memorable films, Secret Sunshine
(2007), a role that earned her a Best Actress
Award from the Cannes Film Festival.
The actress’s most recent starring roles were
in the drama Birthday (2019) and the thriller
BEASTS CLAWING AT STRAWS (2020).
Director HAN’s previous films also include
Rules of Dating (2005), and The Show Must
Go On (2007) and The Face Reader (2013),
both starring SONG Kang-ho. Emergency
Declaration will begin shooting after casting
has been finalized and will be distributed by CJ
Entertainment.
by Pierce Conran | photographed by BAEK Jong-heon
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KOFIC NEWS

Namyangju Studios
Returned to Filmmakers
Following its closure last year, KOFIC Namyangju Studios is set to
be returned to filmmakers. On January 7th, the Korean Film Council
(KOFIC) and Booyoung Housing signed an MOU for operation of KOFIC
Namyangju Studios and development of the Korean film industry. As per
the relocation of KOFIC to Busan, KOFIC Namyangju Studios was sold to
Booyoung Housing in 2016. With the completion of the transfer of the right
of ownerships in December 2019, Booyoung Housing became the new owner
of KOFIC Namyangju Studios. Since then, KOFIC has made efforts to
resume its operation in close consultation with Booyoung Housing in order
to address growing concerns in Korea’s film industry over the privatization
of the filming studios. The recent MOU calls for continued operation of
KOFIC Namyangju Studios as filming studios, while KOFIC makes every
effort to ensure smooth management. Furthermore, Booyoung Housing
seeks ways to expand the place into a new cultural space.
On December 13, 2019, KOFIC signed an agreement with the Ministry
of Culture, Sports and Tourism (Minister PARK Yang-woo), Busan
Metropolitan City (Mayor OH Keo-don) and Gijang County (Governor
OH Gyu-seok) to build new film studios in Gijang, Busan. Using KRW 66
billion accrued from the sale of KOFIC Namyangju Studios, KOFIC sets
out to build new film studios in Busan with a floor space of 20,229 m².
The site will include three film studios (4,950 m², 3,225 m² and 2,235 m²),
production facilities, and an outdoor film set. It is expected to contribute to
the decentralization of production facilities currently concentrated in the
Seoul metropolitan area, and lead to an increase in global demand for film
production. The construction is schedule to start in 2021.
by KIM Hye-seon (Film journalist)

Special Lecture on Law
for Filmmakers

On 30th January, KOFIC (Chairperson OH
Seok Geun) held a special lecture on law for
filmmakers in the CKL Corporate Support
Center located in central Seoul. Attended
by some 50 people, the lecture marked the
opening of KOFIC’s Law Lounge in December
last year. The Law Lounge offers legal
advice for filmmakers on contracts as well as
domestic and international disputes in order
to ensure fairness and legitimacy within the
film industry. The special lecture consisted
of two parts—“Filmmaking Disputes and
Behind-the-Scene Stories” by HONG Seunggi (Director of Inha University Law School)
and “Film Music Copyrights” by JANG Seohee (KOFIC lawyer). HONG introduced several
cases of conflict involved in filmmaking and
said, “Many filmmakers are unfamiliar with
the copyright laws. However, the copyright
laws are predictable since they follow common
sense.” JANG presented a legal analysis of the
need for agreements from moral rights holders
besides consent from copyright holders, and
provided a response guide.
by KIM Hye-seon (Film journalist)
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Chairperson OH Seok Geun
Named to Variety 500 List
OH Seok Geun, Chairperson of the Korean Film Council (KOFIC),
was named to the 2019 list of the 500 most influential people in
the entertainment industry by the iconic entertainment business
magazine Variety.
The Variety editorial board wrote about OH: “Under a new
government in 2018, OH was drafted to heal the Korean Film
Council (KOFIC), the state regulator and financier that was badly
tarnished by collaboration with a previous ministerial policy of
blacklisting artistic talent. Having started on that mission, OH is
now using his remaining term at KOFIC to put his master plan of
establishing a pan-Asian film-industry network into effect.”
KOFIC is moving forward this year with its plans to establish an
official film organization that would offer incentives for cooperation
between ASEAN countries and Korea, on top of various programs
pertaining to the preservation and restoration of Asian classics,
market researches, and education.
OH Seok Geun joins the likes of Director BONG Joon Ho, JEONG
Tae-sung, CEO of film studio CJ ENM, and LEE Soo-man, founder
of K-pop leading management company SM Entertainment, for a
total of four Korean citizens listed in Variety 500.
by Fabein Scheider | photographed by BAEK Jong-heon

ASEAN-ROK Film
Organization Starts
from 2020

At the ASEAN-ROK Commemorative Summit
held in Busan on 25~26 November, 2019,
KOFIC (Chairperson OH Seok Geun) issued a
joint statement proposing the establishment of
a center for film exchange between Korea and
the ten member states of ASEAN (tentatively
named ASEAN-ROK Film Organization, ARFO).
The proposal was included as a separate clause
within the joint statement. Korea and the ten
ASEAN countries had reached an agreement
in the space of six months; each government
expressed their intention to fully support the
initiative.
KOFIC plans to implement the project
from 2020, starting with a roundtable, an
education program for emerging filmmakers,
digital restoration of classical films, producer
networking events, scriptwriting workshops, and
location familiarization tours.
by KIM Hye-seon (Film journalist)

Chairperson OH Seok Geun.
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BOX OFFICE

2019
Korean Box Office
Report

Extreme Job

Disney and CJ Dominate
Box Office
After a somewhat rocky 2018, the
Korean box office soared to new heights
in 2019, notching all-time records for
overall admissions and overall sales.
While revenue for domestic films also
reached a new peak, the performance of
foreign films was particularly notable
with huge new benchmarks reached
for both foreign film admissions and
revenue.
With a record five new 10-million
viewer hits counted, last year’s chart
was especially top-heavy, with six
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major Hollywood tentpoles counted
among the top ten. However, the
stratification of the industry wasn’t
quite so pronounced as those figures
would indicate, as a number of expected
blockbusters floundered while a diverse
array of mid-level titles over-performed,
carrying over a trend from the
previous year that appears to indicate
an audience thirst for more varied
storylines and genres.
Hollywood’s record-breaking year in
the Korean market was almost single-

handedly a result of Disney’s enormous
year as sequel after sequel to proven
franchise conquered the box office.
Disney claimed four spots on the top
ten (three of those in the top four),
and was even a part participant in a
fifth top 10 title. The mouse house’s
performance posed a serious threat to
the local industry’s prized market share
dominance throughout the year, but in
the end Korean films claimed a narrow
51% share of annual admissions,
largely fuelled by a strong year for CJ

The Top 10 Korean Box Office 2019
ALL FILMS
Title

KOREAN FILMS
Admissions Country

Title

Admissions

1 Extreme Job

16.26 mil

KOR

1 Extreme Job

16.26 mil

2 Avengers: Endgame

13.93 mil

USA

2 Parasite

10.08 mil

3 Frozen 2

13.73 mil

USA

3 EXIT

9.42 mil

4 Aladdin

12.55 mil

USA

4 ASHFALL

8.24 mil

5 Parasite

10.08 mil

KOR

5 The Battle: Roar to Victory

4.78 mil

6 EXIT

9.42 mil

KOR

7 ASHFALL

8.24 mil

KOR

8 Spider-Man: Far from Home

8.02 mil

USA

9 Captain Marvel

5.80 mil

USA

10 Joker

5.24 mil

USA

Entertainment, which was responsible
for all four Korean titles in the top ten.

Foreign Films Explode in Record Year
Admissions at the Korean box office in
2019 reached 226.68 million, which was
a 4.8% jump over 2018’s 216.39 million
figure and a 3.1% increase over 2017,
the previous record holder with 219.88
million sales. Overall revenue for the
Korean market hit KRW 1.91 trillion
(USD 1.62 billion), a 5.5% gain over the
previous year’s record KRW 1.81 trillion
(USD 1.62 billion), likely pushing it up
the fifth place on the global box office
rankings list.
Korean films retained a majority share
for the ninth year on the trot with 51%,
reaching 115.62 million sales, the third
highest ever figure on record, behind
2013’s 127.29 million and 2016’s 116.55
million. However, a rise in ticket prices
gave the local market its best ever
performance revenue-wise with KRW
970.8 billion (USD 825.27 million)

6 The Bad Guys: Reign of Chaos

4.57 mil

7 KIM JI-YOUNG, BORN 1982

3.67 mil

8 Money

3.38 mil

9
Frozen 2

worth of tickets sold, a 4.6% increase
over 2016’s previous benchmark, KRW
927.87 billion (USD 769.38 million).
It was a clean sweep of records on the
foreign side of the market, with 111.06
million tickets sold to non-Korean films
(a 49% share), and a 3.44% advance
over 2014’s record 107.37 million sales.
Meanwhile, revenue for foreign films
soared by 4.66%, from the previous
year’s KRW 901.22 billion (USD 808.99
million) to KRW 943.2 billion (USD
801.68 million) in 2019.

Disney and CJ Dominate Top 10 Chart
Looking at the year’s top-performing
titles, half of 2019’s top 10 films
soared over the ten million admissions
barrier, long considered a mark of
broad crossover success. This beat
2014’s record, when four films (Roaring
Currents , Interstellar , Frozen and Ode
to My Father ) entered the vaunted
blockbuster club, which now counts
27 members, of which 19 have been

The Gangster, The Cop,
The Devil

10 START-UP

3.36 mil
3.31 mil

homegrown.
The first film to pass the ten million
mark in 2019 also wound up being
the year’s biggest film and the second
most well-attended film ever in the
market (behind only Roaring Currents ).
Opening during the Lunar New Year
holiday season, LEE Byung-hun’s highconcept crime-comedy Extreme Job , in
which an undercover unit takes over
a fried chicken restaurant to perform
surveillance on suspected drug dealers,
only for the establishment to become
an unexpected hit, was not expected to
post large numbers, yet that’s exactly
what it did when it welcomed 16.27
million viewers during its lengthy run.
Conversely, Disney-Marvel’s colossal
Phase III capper Avengers: Endgame
entered the market on a wave of
massive anticipation and expectedly
dominated the late spring theatrical
market, on its way to becoming the
top-selling foreign film of all time
with 13.94 million viewers counted,

www.koreanfilm.or.kr 9

ASHFALL

topping Avatar ’s 10-year record of 13.38
million spectators. Coming third on the
charts was another sequel to a beloved
Disney title, as the animation Frozen 2
wound up with 13.37 million viewers, a
significant improvement on the already
gargantuan 10.3 million total of its
2014 predecessor. Disney also claimed
the fourth spot, but with a film that
few would have expected to rank so
highly as their Guy RITCHIE-directed
and Will SMITH-starring live-action
Aladdin reboot became the sleeper hit
sensation of the summer, as the word
of mouth hit stayed near the top of
the charts for two months, ultimately
drawing in 12.55 million viewers. Its
run was similar to another Hollywood
musical sleeper hit, 2018’s Bohemian
Rhapsody.
In fourth place, BONG Joon Ho claimed
his second ever ten million hit, thereby
joining JK YOUN and CHOI Dong-hoon
as the only Korean filmmakers to do
so, when Parasite became a sensation
in May, after receiving a huge boost
from winning the Palme d’Or at the
Cannes Film Festival, which drew an
enormous amount of media coverage in
the country.

10 KOREAN CINEMA TODAY

CJ Entertainment (which distributed
Extreme Job and Parasite ) almost
matched Disney’s three ten-million
viewer hits with their summer
smash, the disaster-comedy EXIT ,
which fell just short with 9.43 million
entries in sixth place. Disaster actiondrama ASHFALL , yet another CJ
title, also claimed seventh place as it
dominated the end-of-year season. It
has accumulated 8.25 million viewers
as of this writing. Spider-Man: Far
From Home , from Sony International
Pictures, was another major summer
smash with 8.02 million sales. Two
more comic book titles, Disney’s
Captain Marvel (5.8 million viewers)
and Warner Bros’ Joker (5.25 million
viewers), claimed ninth and tenth place
on the yearly chart.

Gender Representation on the Rise
Much like 2018, a large number of midsized commercial or major indie films
performed strongly last year, and many
of those had a strong female focus,
indicating an encouraging trend for
strengthening female representation in
multiplexes.
The first big-budget production of the

Avengers: Endgame

year, the vehicular action-thriller Hitand-Run Squad had an unusually
strong female cast for films in its
budget range, which included KONG
Hyo-jin, YUM Jung-ah and JEON
Hye-jin, but in the wake of the success
of Extreme Job , it had to settle for a
disappointing 1.83 million admissions.
However, the next few months brought
a number of smaller titles either led
by or prominently featuring female
characters that over-performed on the
charts. Among them were the autismthemed legal drama Innocent Witness
(2.53 million viewers) with KIM
Hyang-gi, alongside JUNG Woo-sung,
the low-budget Colonial Era prison-set
independence drama A Resistance (1.16
million viewers) with KO Asung in the
lead, and later the buddy cop comedy
Miss & Mrs. Cops (1.63 million viewers)
with RA Mi-ran and LEE Sung-kyoung
in the spring.
The annual indie chart was also
largely dominated by acclaimed
women-centric content, led by the
aforementioned breakout A Resistance ,
but also featuring a number of lowbudget films released in August, such
as KIM Bora’s award-winning House of

EXIT

Hummingbird (145,000 viewers), YOON
Ga-eun’s sophomore film The House of
Us (56,000 viewers) and the comfort
women-themed documentary My Name
is KIM Bok-dong (89,000 viewers). LIM
Dae-hyung’s Busan International Film
Festival closing film Moonlit Winter ,
starring KIM Hee-ae, was also a major
indie hit at the end of the year with
117,000 viewers.
But the film that drew by far the largest
response was without a doubt KIM JIYOUNG, BORN 1982 , the debut film by
director KIM Do-young, starring JUNG
Yu-mi in the title role. An adaptation
of a sensationally popular novel by
CHO Nam-ju, the film ignited a heated
discussion about the unbalanced gender
roles in contemporary Korean society.
Despite the controversy it stirred up in
some quarters, the film was a major hit,
attracting 3.68 million spectators, the
seventh best showing for a Korean film
in 2019.

Mid-Level Hits and Big Budget Misses
Beyond the top 10 and the femalethemed works outlined above, there
were still plenty of other Korean hits
peppered throughout the year. Even

before last year’s very busy Lunar
New Year season, the year kicked off
with a pair of surprise hits in the form
of the Japanese-rule period drama
MAL·MO·E: The Secret Mission ,
starring YOO Hae-jin and YOON Kyesang, and the bodyswap comedy The
Dude in Me , which opened on the same
early January weekend and wound
up with 2.87 million and 1.9 million
admissions, respectively.
Beyond those, in late February, the
occult thriller SVAHA: THE SIXTH
FINGER with LEE Jung-jae managed
2.4 million viewers, while the financial
thriller Money, a RYU Jun-yeol vehicle,
scored in late March with 3.39 million
sales. Though it was squeezed between
Avengers: Endgame and Parasite in
mid-May, the Don LEE-led, thriller The
Gangster, The Cop, The Devil , a fellow
Cannes-invitee, welcomed a robust
3.36 million viewers. Following EXIT ’s
success, the war film The Battle: Roar
to Victory, with YOO Hae-jin and
RYU Jun-yeol, was a smash with 4.79
millions viewers. A few weeks later,
the occult thriller Metamorphosis was
also a solid performer with 1.8 million
viewers.
For the Chuseok battle in early
September, another busy theatrical
release window, it was the TV-to-film
adaptation The Bad Guys: Reign of
Chaos , once again with Don LEE, that
triumphed with 4.57 million viewers.
Released in early October, the romcom
Crazy Romance became an all-time
best performer for its stars KONG Hyojin and KIM Rae-won with 2.92 million
admissions, and the high-stake Gogame action sequel The Divine Move 2:
The Wrathful with KWON Sang-woo
was an early November hit with 2.16
million admissions. A week later, the
corruption thriller BLACK MONEY ,

starring CHO Jin-woong and LEE
Ha-nee of Extreme Job , also was a hit
with audiences, winding up with 2.48
million admissions. Playing alongside
ASHFALL in the end-of-year season
was the comedy START-UP, once again
with Don LEE, which brought in 3.32
million spectators.
Meanwhile, some of the large-budget
films that struggled on the charts
included the aforementioned Hit-andRun Squad , summer releases such as
the period drama The King’s Letters
(959,000 viewers) and the occult actionthriller The Divine Fury (1.61 million
viewers), the Chuseok card shark sequel
Tazza 3: One Eyed Jack (2.23 million
viewers) and the end-of-year period
bromance film Forbidden Dream , which
welcomed a middling 1.99 million
viewers, despite a warm response from
critics and viewers.

2020 Box Office Warms up for New Year
As with every year, the first major
box office battle of 2020 took place
over the Lunar New Year, which
this year welcomed four new local
titles, including three comedies and
a political drama. As of this writing
shortly after the holiday, it looks like
WOO Min-ho’s political drama The
Man Standing Next with LEE Byunghun is set to claim the holiday crown,
having already clocked up 3.41 millions
viewers in a week. The action-comedy
HITMAN: AGENT JUN with KWON
Sang-woo is also performing strongly
with 1.58 million admission in its
first seven days. Meanwhile, the zoothemed comedies SECRET ZOO and
MR. ZOO: THE MISSING VIP trail
with 1.18 million entries in two weeks
and 507,000 viewers in seven days,
respectively.
by Pierce Conran
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BERLINALE

Familiar
The Berlin International Film Festival and Korean cinema
go back a long way. This year, four Korean films

KOREAN FILMS
AT THE 70TH BERLINALE

presenting familiar yet strange portraits of life have been invited to
the festival’s 70th edition.
Hong Sangsoo will uphold his long-standing ties with the festival by sharing his new work

The Woman Who Ran , which has been included in the competition line-up. YOON Sunghyun’s Time to Hunt will be screened in the Special Gala section. KIM Ayoung’s media artwork
Porosity Valley 2: Tricksters’ Plot has been selected for the Forum Expanded program. Last
but not least, the Berlin Critics’ Week will present JUNG Hyuk-ki’s My Punch-Drunk Boxer.
The human conditions and infinite possibilities observed through the eyes of the four artists
are expected to enrich this year’s Berlin International Film Festival.
by KIM Hye-seon(Film Journalist)

Yet Strange Walks
12 KOREAN CINEMA TODAY
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A Riddle That Appears
and Then Disappears

THE WOMAN
WHO RAN by Hong Sangsoo
COMPE T I T ION

A Riddle
That Appears and
Then Disappears

14 KOREAN CINEMA TODAY

In 2017, during a dialogue with director Hong Sangsoo held at Lincoln
Center as part of the 55th New York Film Festival, the Film Society’s
Director of Programming Dennis LIM asked Hong about his creative
process. Hong’s answer, which lasted for several minutes, was as
follows: “My work begins about a month before we go into shooting.
I look for filming locations, cast actors and then meet up with them
several times to have small talks. On the day of shooting, I spend
about three or four hours from 4 a.m. to write three or four scenes. The
actors are only given their lines, without any information about the
characters’ background, history or personal traits.” This well-known
routine offers an important key to understanding the world of Hong
Sangsoo—a director who leaves no room for dramatic synchronization
or psychological articulation. Working with his own production

Hotel by the River (2018) premiered at Locarno,
with the former winning the Golden Leopard
and Best Actor (JUNG Jae-young), and the latter
winning Best Actor (KI Joo-bong). Therefore, it
does not come as a surprise that Hong Sangsoo,
an auteur director who is representative of
contemporary Korean cinema, has been invited to
the Berlinale in CHATRIAN’s first year as artistic
director. At the press conference announcing this
year’s competition lineup, Carlo CHATRIAN
described The Woman Who Ran as “a stylistically
minimalist film presenting a story like a riddle that
appears and then disappears.” Not much is known
yet about the film’s plot or structure other than a
few pieces of limited information. A woman named
Gam-hee reconnects with three of her old friends
while her husband is away on a business trip; she
visits the homes of the first two, and happens to run
into the third one in a theater. The characters share
friendly conversations, but under the surface, there
are other invisible stories operating independently.

The Journey of Self-Destruction and Introspection
Director Hong Sangsoo

company, he usually completes each film in a short period of time with
seven or eight staff members and actors with whom he has previously
collaborated. Filmed late last year, his 24th feature film The Woman
Who Ran is no exception to this production process.

Currents of Essence Beneath the Surface
Three years ago, actress KIM Min-hee won the Silver Bear for Best
Actress at the Berlin International Film Festival for her performance
in Hong’s On the Beach at Night Alone (2017). This year, The Woman
Who Ran is the only Korean work nominated to compete at the 70th
Berlin International Film Festival. It is the seventh of Hong’s works
to be introduced at the festival and the fourth to be invited to the
competition section—after Night and Day (2007), Nobody’s Daughter
Haewon (2012) and On the Beach at Night Alone . In addition, Woman
on the Beach (2006), The Day a Pig Fell into a Well (1997), and Grass
(2018) have met audiences in Berlin. Carlo CHATRIAN, the newly
appointed artistic director of the Berlinale, who has replaced outgoing
director Dieter KOSSLICK, previously expressed special appreciation
for Hong Sangsoo’s films during his time at the Locarno Film Festival.
Under CHATRIAN’s leadership, Right Now, Wrong Then (2015) and

Judging from the summary, The Woman Who
Ran follows the paradigm of Hong’s films. The
self-absorbed protagonist encounters one person
after another in a journey-like story that relies
on disconnected thoughts. Occasionally, tender
and beautiful moments shine through. A story
by Hong Sangsoo always has its own virtue. The
fragmentary narrative pries open the thick surface
of daily activities and penetrates the essence of
life that lies within. The journey of constant selfdestruction and introspection loosely unfolds a
series of vignettes connected by invisible lines. It
is also a drama of morals that ends with lessons
learnt from mistakes. The character of Gam-hee is
played by KIM Min-hee, who has starred in seven of
Hong’s films starting with Right Now, Wrong Then .
The cast includes SEO Young-hwa, SONG Sun-mi,
KIM Sae-byuk and KWON Hae-hyo, who have all
previously worked with Hong Sangsoo.
by JANG Byungwon (Film critic) | photographed by BAEK Jong-heon
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TIME TO HUNT
The Familiar Future
Ahead of Us
Imagine a hopeless dystopian future set in alternate
time. Except that this new world, with its massive
layoffs, high youth unemployment and soaring
inflation that have become daily occurrences,
reminds us of the present realities of Korea. A
young man named Joon-seok (LEE Je-hoon), who
has just been released from prison, coaxes his best
friends Jang-ho (AHN Jae-hong), Gi-hoon (CHOI
Woo-shik) and Sang-soo (PARK Jeong-min) into
committing a crime. His audacious plan consists of
raiding a casino where a large amount of dollars
could be found. Joon-seok claims to have “planned
it for a long time while in prison.” Yet, the task
of putting the blueprint into action is likely to be
tough one, especially since the casino happens to be
intricately involved with a criminal organization.
With a mysterious man named Han hot on their
heels, they face an increasingly uncertain future.
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by YOON Sung-hyun
Valid Despair
Time to Hunt introduces a group of young men who struggle to find
a way out of their desperate reality. It is the first film in ten years to
come from director YOON Sung-hyun, whose critically acclaimed debut
feature Bleak Night (2010)—a delicate portrayal of teenagers exposed
to violence—won a number of prestigious awards. LEE Je-hoon and
PARK Jung-min, stars of Bleak Night , have collaborated with YOON
once again, this time playing young men in their 20s. While Bleak
Night delved deep into human psychology, Time to Hunt sheds light
on the actions and decisions of young men who become transformed by
external circumstances. According to the director, the story is based
on “his friends and acquaintances going through difficult times.”
Seeing them act recklessly in order to make money, YOON created the
character of Joon-seok, the mastermind and leader of the heist, who
reminds us of the desperate Jewish youth Vinz (Vincent CASSEL) in
Mathieu KASSOVITZ’s La Haine (1995). The France of 25 years ago
as portrayed in La Haine is not vastly different from Korea today or
the gloomy future ahead of us. However, the young men in this story

who suffer from the falling economy and extreme gap between the rich
and the poor are in no way vicious professional criminals. The small
happiness that the untainted young men dream of and their inner
purity contrast with and further highlight their grim reality.
“A dystopian future with a collapsed economy seems like an apt setting
to create a metaphor of today’s Korea, where self-mocking expressions [to
designate the country] like ‘Hell Joseon’ have become popular,” YOON
explained. Inevitably, the film is fraught with a sense of self-deprecation
and resignation. There are only two types of grown-ups in the film: fired
laborers like Gi-hoon’s father and ruthless criminals like Han, and both
are doomed to failure. In other words, the film is critical of the older
generation and society. “Given the film’s genre, I didn’t set out to deliver
a blatant social critique, but the older characters embody how young
people in Korea feel about the older generation,” YOON added.

Dark Yet Thrilling Chase
Given that relatively few Korean films are set in the near future,
the task of presenting a dark future on screen must have posed a big
challenge. The key concept of the production design was to “illustrate
that this imaginary dystopian world is not unfamiliar to us.” In order
to paint a realistic picture of a backward world with a crumbling
economy, YOON Sung-hyun referred to derelict town centers or slums
in South America as well as films like Mad Max (1979) and Children
of Men (2006), that built dystopian worlds on low budgets. Instead of
simply filming in old houses or building new sets, the director used
modern buildings but imbued them with a dystopian ambience by
means of production design and computer graphics.
Despite its dark settings, Time to Hunt also revolves around the fun
and speed of its genre. The quick rhythm of the first half grabs our
attention in the vein of caper movies like the Ocean’s series. YOON said,
“The idea of having a gang of criminals on the run is a conventional
setting previously used in many other films. I’ve placed more emphasis
on the elements of caper movies so as to create an atmosphere that
contrasts with the suspenseful chase in the second half of the story.
On the whole, my goal was to divide the film into two parts of different
genres, with the first part showing the immature young men in a more
light-hearted manner and the second part focusing on the serious chase
within their hellish world.” The powerful hip-hop music used in the first
half contrasting with the darker score in the second half is yet another
way to add strength to the film’s narrative arc.
The star cast of Time to Hunt has already drawn much attention. The
film is a collaboration between some of the brightest young stars of
Korean cinema today —LEE Je-hoon, PARK Jeong-min, AHN Jaehong and CHOI Woo-shik. Starring as Joon-seok, LEE Je-hoon first
shot to stardom for his performance in the lead role of Bleak Night , and
has since established himself as one of the most distinguished young

Director YOON Sung-hyun

actors in Korea. YOON Sung-hyun, who wrote the
script with LEE in mind, described him as “a highly
versatile actor who is at once boyish and manly,
and who has both sharp delicateness and explosive
energy.” YOON claimed, “Only LEE Je-hoon can
fully express Joon-seok’s innocence, masculinity and
recklessness.” The role of Parasite star CHOI Wooshik is also highly anticipated. The director first
noticed CHOI’s acting talent in the short film Etude,
Solo . “This film shows a new side of CHOI Wooshik that viewers haven’t seen before: his thoughtful
and good-looking charms. Before, he mostly played
ordinary and rather pitiful characters, but I noted a
certain sensuality in his face,” YOON said.
Following the huge success of his debut work, Time
to Hunt has been “a tough and intense project”
for YOON Sung-hyun. We look forward to seeing
his quintessentially insightful direction and keen
criticism realized once again in his new film.
LEE Hwajung (Film journalist) | photographed by OH kye Ohk
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POROSITY
VALLEY 2 : by KIM Ayoung
TRICKSTERS’ PLOT
FORUM E XP ANDED

To a World
Beyond Hostility

In June 2018, the arrival of 561 Yemeni asylum
seekers on Jeju Island sparked a huge social
controversy in Korea. A heated debate ensued
among Koreans over the acceptance of refugees.
The influx of international refugees posed a serious
threat in light of the country’s historical context
that emphasized the notion of “ethnic homogeneity”
or “pure blood”. Those who raised objections
regarded the refugees as outsiders or aliens here
to rob them of their work and jeopardize public
safety. Visual artist KIM Ayoung’s Porosity Valley
2: Tricksters’ Plot (hereinafter Porosity Valley 2 )
stems from that collected hostility against foreign
beings, which originates in impregnable closemindedness. Porosity Valley 2 is a new addition to
KIM’s Porosity Valley series that follows up on her
previous work Porosity Valley: Portable Holes (2017).

A Narrative of Division and Amalgamation
Porosity Valley 2 has been selected for Forum
Expanded at the 70th Berlin International Film
Festival—a section that provides a platform for
exchange and convergence between cinema and
other audiovisual media. In Berlin, the work will
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be presented as a two-channel video installation, whereby images
effortlessly split and merge across two screens of different sizes. The
protagonist of the series is Petra Genetrix—a combination of both
minerals and data clusters which may also be a new creature. Petra is
shaped like a lump of golden cubes jumbled together. This is the origin
of the concept of “porosity”, which refers to an empty space or crevice
left in the ground after extraction of minerals. The tangled form of
Petra makes it difficult to surmise any organizational order or rules.
However, at times, Petra splits into pieces or reassembles into one. This
fictional creature embodies the concept of irregular amalgamation, and
portrays a being whose background cannot be deduced.
Petra Genetrix comes into existence in an imaginary place called
Porosity Valley. Following an inexplicable explosion, Petra leaves
Porosity Valley and travels to the mysterious territory of Crypto
Valley. Considered an illegal maritime immigrant, Petra is subject
to an entry screening, and ends up in detention in the Smart Grid
Camp, which is controlled by an autonomous immune system. Petra
is then governed by the Cloud Passage Integrity Program, which
manages existence as data for identification purposes. In the end,
under the guidance of Tricksters, Petra escapes by the means of autofragmentation and reaches Mother Rock.
Porosity Valley 2 imagines a narrative of reactionary forces. According
to KIM Ayoung, her worldview in the series is based on “her interest
in geologic structures and the violence of immigration policy that she’s
encountered during her wanderings across Western Europe.” KIM’s
firsthand experience overlaps with the 2018 Yemeni refugee crisis in
Jeju. The issues of migration and displacement, long thought to be
irrelevant to Korea (due to society’s preoccupation with the notion
of monoethnicity), erupted due to the said crisis. In response to this
urgent question that drove Korean society into unprecedented chaos,
KIM came up with a sequel to Porosity Valley: Portable Holes that
she’d created two years before.

Director KIM Ayoung

On the synesthetic track where polyphonic voices compete with one
another, KIM ambitiously seeks to create an unrealistic landscape
embedded in the real world, while at the same time appealing to the
senses of the generation accustomed to multitasking. In terms of form,
the artist aligns the contemporary issue of diaspora with various other
profuse elements such as the fanciful imagination of science fiction,
digital graphics, techno music, multilingualism and radio dramas.
Just as sedimentary layers accumulated over a long period of time are
condensed into one scene, multiple layers pile up and co-exist within a
single scene.
In light of artistic traditions, whereby interpretative and semantic
works have shaped the dominant current, the work of KIM Ayoung,
whose messages lie in the creative process rather than the results, gives
an unfamiliar impression of witnessing the emergence of a new species.

The Aesthetics of Emancipation and Transcendence
In Porosity Valley, KIM Ayoung employs a creative methodology called
“speculative fiction”. Inspired by Octavia E. Butler’s fictional works,
especially those of Afrofuturism (a branch of science fiction that combines
African traditions and futuristic imagination), speculative fiction is a
kind of super genre, which opts for multilayered narratives and contains
speculative elements absent in the real world. Non-existent stories rooted
in reality propose imagination that leads to new speculations beyond the
reality or the world that we are aware of. The expansion of imagination
required to change or renew the sanctions taken from the existing world
encompasses alternative history, porous and meandering stories, a
dystopian world view and time travel. By maximizing all the synesthetic
elements found in isolated spaces of extremes in everyday life, Porosity

Valley 2 shows how precise sensory records can be
transferred to the dimension of reality. Unlike sci-fi
stories based on scientific prospects, the work makes
a speculative use of science and technology for the
purpose of creating new situations that respond to
contemporary issues. The narrative, which focuses on
social commentary rather than technology, speculates
on the state of humanity in the apocalyptic world,
thereby highlighting social crises and risks.
Porosity Valley 2 aims for the aesthetics of
emancipation through an undefined liaison between
a narrative that is not yet enacted but deals with
potential possibilities of society, science and fantasy,
and disparate objects. To this end, in Porosity
Valley 2 the artist departs from her previous style
of working with experts in art, photography, design
and visual arts, turning instead to those in film
production. Taking the sanctions imposed in real
life as a starting point and grafting together geology
and geopolitics, mythology, religion, literature,
fables and visual arts, the narrative of distortion
and translation moves across a vast atmosphere and
dramatically embodies the “ideals” of Petra who
mocks boundaries.
by JANG Byungwon(Film critic) | photographed by MIN Gyungbok
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Even if
Things Are Gone

injury. He strives to try his own boxing style, “Pansori Boxing,” which
he practiced and developed with his ex-girlfriend. One day, Min-ji (LEE
Hye-ri) sees a leaflet and becomes a member of the gym. She supports
the good-natured but quirky man’s dream.

A Thought about Being Forgotten
A middle-aged man is praying in a church. Then a
clumsy-looking guy comes inside. He says, “Coach,
I want to start boxing again. I heard George
Forman was a boxing champion at the age of 45.”
He answers, “All right. Do as you like. Once you’ve
handed out all the leaflets.” Byung-gu (UM Tae-goo)
distributes gym leaflets, but his wish to box again
seems too far to reach.
Byung-gu does all the chores at the gym, such as
buying detergent, mopping the floor and washing
the laundry. The 29-year-old man is a former
professional boxer. He was once in the spotlight as a
rising champion, but a terrible mistake turned him
into an outcast from the boxing association and the
gym. To make matters worse, he is diagnosed with
“punch drunk syndrome,” a condition often seen in
boxers, caused by repeated cerebral concussions.
He is slowly losing his memory as a result of brain

Pansori is a traditional form of narrative music performed by a singer
and a drummer, that dates back to 17th century Joseon Dynasty. The
film presents its grand ambition by combining-seemingly-incompatible
things—Pansori and boxing. “Kung-deok, kung-deok, kung-deo-deodeock.” (Drum beat) When the film starts, you see Byung-gu, deftly
boxing at dawn to a rhythmic drum sound. The opening is impressive,
almost like an oriental painting, and the director relentlessly pushes
his vision to the end. As an extension of his short film Dempseyroll:
Confession (2014), My Punch-Drunk Boxer is director JUNG Hyukki’s debut film. It was invited to the Berlin Critics’ Week, held during
the Berlinale. It is the second Korean film invited to the event after IM
Kwon-taek’s Revivre (2015).
When you think again, Pansori and boxing do have something in
common. Both have slowly disappeared from our memory and are often
seen as “old.” Byung-gu’s life is very much the same. The gym where
he works suffers from late, unpaid bills, and a handful of kids prefer
watching MMA fights, over boxing on an old TV. A repairman advises
him to discard the old TV and get a new one. Byung-gu shouts at him,
“If you can repair broken things, why do you throw them away?” He

BERLIN CRI T IC ’ S WEEK

by JUNG Hyuk-ki

MY PUNCHDRUNK BOXER
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might be crying out for all the things or beings in a situation similar
to his own. However, the film refuses to remain in despair. “I wanted
to make a film which retains its humor but contemplates forgotten
dreams or fading things,” said the director.
Times have changed, and things have become forgotten. Not just
pansori and boxing, but a film camera which Min-ji likes and the
abandoned dog “Forman” whom Byung-gu found and named, have also
been forgotten by someone. The coach strives to keep his ailing gym
in the middle of the redevelopment craze. Byung-gu’s ex-girlfriend Jiyeon practiced pansori and said, “The most Korean thing is the most
global thing.” Her performance was recorded on a VHS tape. All of
these remind us of the meaning and reason for things that struggle to
endure in the changing times. It is unfortunate and regrettable that
some things are gone for good. However, you can’t go against the flow.
Byung-gu is aware of this fact in his very core. As the world’s first
pansori boxer, he dreamed of being a world champion but ended up
being forgotten and broken down. His struggle to correct himself seems
sadly hilarious and lightly resolute. He says, “Everything is supposed
to be forgotten and to disappear. Nonetheless, he is determined not to
remain pessimistic but to push forward with all his might.

Irregular Rhythm and Style
Rocky (1976) was great and dramatic but not funny; Crying Fist (2005)
was heart-wrenching but heavy. Maybe that is why My Punch-Drunk
Boxer feels different. You could call it the Korean Napoleon Dynamite
(2004). Director JUNG portrays the main character’s reckless, trivial
challenges with a unique rhythm and style. While he maintains
narrative and context, he rejects any conventional flow. He unfolds a
story with loose, geeky humor, cartoon-like fantasy and an energetic
pansori rhythm. In particular, the film uses the adapted lyrics of the
traditional pansori song “Sugungga” (Song of the Water Palace). In the
original story, a turtle is sent to land to find a rabbit’s liver for the ill
Dragon King of the sea. The turtle succeeds in luring the rabbit and
taking it to the palace. However, the witty rabbit deceives the king
and returns to land safe and sound. Adapted lyrics fire down like a
fast rap on the rhythmic beat. The words create cheerful and energetic
language, and form the film’s unique style, similar to Byung-gu’s
irregular punches. When Byung-gu punches with each drum beat, you
can witness this perfect harmony. You will lose yourself to the rhythm
and move your heart and body without even realizing it.
The punch drunk syndrome has an impact on his thoughts. Due to the
missing pieces of his memory, he sometimes mistakenly thinks that
he is still with his ex-girlfriend. His confusion is well-portrayed by
the director’s brilliant skill. Some things disappear, but some things
remain, leaving us with pain and pity.
Another point is the excellent performances of the cast. Actor UM

Director JUNG Hyuk-ki

Tae-goo looks so natural in his role, down to his
speaking, posture, facial expressions and emotions.
He practiced basic boxing for three months and
learned pansori beats. He successfully reveals the
shy and amiable boxer’s dream. If you remember
his charisma in Coin Locker Girl (2015) or his
villain in The Age of Shadows (2016), you will be
quite surprised. The funky girl, Min-ji, is played
by singer and actress LEE Hye-ri, who is known
for her bubbly character in the TV series Reply
1988 . LEE masterfully expresses a fresh and lovely
relationship with UM.
My Punch-Drunk Boxer will bewitch viewers
through its unexpected elements. Amid all its
nostalgic moments, the film chooses not to remain
downbeat but to stand tall. Have you ever been
punched by life’s harsh realities but never wanted
to give in and be forgotten? The film is a bit like the
dream that you won’t let go.
by KIM Hye-seon (Film Journalist) | photographed by CINE21
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REPORT

Taking America by Storm
PARASITE’s Ground-Breaking Crossover Hit

A year ago, Korean film watchers were
all wondering if BONG Joon Ho’s latest
project would score his second invitation
to the main competition of the Cannes
Film Festival. 12 months later, the
question has now become, could Parasite
actually pull off the impossible and take
home Hollywood’s biggest prize, Best
Picture at the Academy Awards, on
February 9th?
Readers will of course know the answer
to that question by now, but as of this
writing, shortly after having picked up
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the Best Ensemble Cast Prize at the
Screen Actors Guild (SAG) Awards, Best
Original Screenplay from the Writers
Guild of America and a pair of BAFTAs,
many have become bullish about its
chances as it prepares to compete in
six categories at the Oscars, when prior
to this year a Korean film had never
landed so much as a single nomination.
Not only has the film become a
surprising awards juggernaut, it has
also penetrated the American box office
market to a degree that had previously

been unthinkable for a Korean film.
As of January 31st, on the eve of its
17th weekend on the charts, Parasite
is sitting on USD 31.57 million, a total
that surpasses the previous record for
a Korean-language film in the United
States by a factor of 12. That figure also
makes it the seventh highest-grossing
foreign-language and foreign-produced
film at the US box office, ahead of
Ronny YU’s Fearless (2006 - USD 24.63
million) and just behind Jean-Pierre
Jeunet’s Amélie (2001 – USD 33.26

© Alphaphoto / rexfeatures

Parasite team receives for outstanding performance by a
cast in a motion picture at SAG Awards.

million). At its current pace is should
have no trouble entering the top five.
111 days into its release, bolstered by its
awards success, it has now reached its
widest release in 1060 theaters (the first
ever wide release for a Korean language
film in North America) a figure that
may yet grow further in the coming
weeks.

A Large and Strategic Campaign
For many, this extraordinary journey
began at the Cannes Film Festival
last May, where it beat out rapturously
received new films by Pedro Almodovar
(Pain and Glory ), Celine Sciamma
(Portrait of a Lady on Fire ) and
Quentin Tarantino (Once Upon a Time
in Hollywood ) to pick up the Palme
d’Or, in the process making history by
becoming the first ever Korean film to
do so. However, the genesis of Parasite ’s
success can be traced even further back.
North American distributor NEON,
a company founded in 2017 by former
TWC-Radius president Tom Quinn and
Drafthouse Films CEO Tim League,

known for releasing the award-winning
I, Tonya , bought the film sight unseen
in late 2018, long before thoughts of
the Academy Awards had begun to
take shape in anyone’s mind. Further
back still we can see that BONG Joon
Ho’s multiple forays into international
cinema, 2013’s sci-fi opus Snowpiercer
and his Netflix-backed eco-adventure
film Okja (2017), went a long way toward
establishing him as a recognizable name
for both Hollywood’s power brokers and
global viewers. NEON co-founder Tom
Quinn of course has a long history of
working with Director BONG, having
been at Magnolia when they distributed
his creature feature hit The Host (2006)
and Mother (2009), and then at TWCRadius, when they handled the release
of Snowpiercer.
Prior to Parasite , a wealth of Koreanlanguage films have been distributed
in North America, but even the most
successful releases have largely been
limited to targeting Korean-American
audiences, such as the previous recordholder Roaring Currents (2014),

with USD 2.59 million, released by
CJ Entertainment America. A few
exceptions have emerged over the years,
such as Sony Pictures Classics releasing
KIM Ki-duk’s Spring, Summer, Fall,
Winter and Spring (2004 - USD 2.38
million) and Magnolia’s aforementioned
release of The Host (2007 - USD 2.2
million), but never has a Korean
film benefited from such a large and
strategically-tailored campaign as the
one NEON has given to Parasite . Then
again, no Korean film ever entered
the American market on the back of a
Palme d’Or win.
A little under five months after its
Cannes win, and in the immediate wake
of popular screenings at the Telluride
Film Festival, Toronto International
Film Festival, New York Film Festival
and Fantastic Fest (where NEON cofounder Tim League dedicated the
event’s venue to the director, renaming
the South Lamar Drafthouse Cinema
as the ‘Bong Joon Ho Cinema’), NEON
launched Parasite in America on
October 11th in just three theaters:
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Lincoln Center in New York, and the
Landmark and Arclight Theaters, both
in Los Angeles. With the best reviews of
the year (99% on Rotten Tomatoes, 96 on
Metacritic, not to mention Letterboxd’s
all-time best score of 4.6) and a mass
of enthusiastic and well-timed features
quickly going viral, the film became
an instant sensation, scoring an
astonishing USD 393,216 over its first
weekend, giving it USD 131,072 per
theater, the highest per theatre average
of 2019, as well as the highest since the
release of La La Land in 2016, not to
mention by the far highest of all time
for a foreign-language film, more than
doubling the debut of Ang Lee’s Lust,
Caution , which premiered in just one
theater in 2007.
Fuelled by gushing audience responses
and a wealth of positive box officerelated news, NEON steadily began
introducing Parasite in different urban
markets across the continent. In the
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weeks that followed, more features
emerged, in the New York Times,
Vanity Fair and elsewhere, and NEON’s
marketing really took off, which
included the viral sensation that was
‘Jessica’s Song’, turning one of actress
PARK So-dam’s standout scenes in the
film into a major social media tool.

Making History after History
Box office steadily grew and as the
film began to penetrate into the wider
American pop culture, at the end of
November, film critics began to weigh
in with their Top 10 lists and their
annual film critics groups awards.
Parasite quickly emerged as a popular
number one pick for many of these lists,
published in newspapers, magazines
and websites around the country (not to
mention the world), but the real surprise
came when BONG’s film not only found
itself nominated for the Best Foreign
Language Film categories of virtually

every critics groups awards, but also
for Best Film, Best Director and Best
Original Screenplay (BONG and his cowriter HAN Jin-won). It even managed
to drum up a number of nominations
for acting categories (namely SONG
Kang-ho as Best Supporting Actor), but
especially in technical categories, such
as Best Editing (YANG Jin-mo), Best
Production Design (LEE Ha-jun) and
Best Cinematography (HONG Kyungpyo).
On December 9th, Parasite made history
again, by becoming the first Korean film
to be nominated at the Golden Globes,
for Best Foreign Language Film (which
it went on to win), Best Director and Best
Screenplay. Throughout the final weeks
of 2019, the film not only proved itself
to be a contender in these year-end lists
and awards, it positioned itself as the
film to beat. According to Metacritic’s
statistics, Parasite has claimed 23 Best
Film and Best Director prizes, miles

ahead of its competition, with Once Upon
a Time in Hollywood and 1917 being its
closest rivals, with 9 Best Film awards
and 8 Best Director Awards (for Sam
MENDES), respectively. It’s also won the
most Best Original Screenplay prizes,
with 17 to Marriage Story ’s 10.
Some of its strongest showings have
included the Los Angeles Film Critics
Award, from which it received Best
Film, Best Director and Best Supporting
Actor (for SONG), and the Online Film
Critics Society (of which this writer is
a member), which gave it six prizes, in
the same categories it went on to be
nominated for at the Academy Awards.
It’s the same story with critic’s yearend lists, as it has topped 77 of them,
far ahead of Once Upon a Time in
Hollywood ’s 38 top place rankings. The
film has featured on about 250 of the 340
lists compiled by Metacritic in its yearend analysis.

A New Century for the Korean Film
Industry
Yet critics awards don’t always align with
the major American industry prizes and
Parasite ’s status as a foreign film from
a fledgling distributor seemed to put it
at a distinct disadvantage. This changed
after its Golden Globes nominations,
and before long key nominations from
Hollywood’s top industry guild awards
confirmed its status as a crossover hit,
capable of thrilling critics, and moving
the masses, as well as impressing
Hollywood’s creators and technicians.
Nominations followed for the top awards
at the ceremonies of the Producers
Guilds of America (PGA), Directors
Guild of America (DGA) and Writers
Guild of America (WGA).
As of this writing it has won top awards
at the American Cinema Editors (ACE)
Eddie Awards, the Screen Actors Guild

North American Box Office Score for Parasite (as of February 1) (left);
‘Jessica's Song’ video of PARK So-dam provided by Neon.

(SAG) Awards, the Writers Guild of
America (WGA) Awards and the Art
Directors Guild (ADG) Awards, each
marking history firsts for foreign
language films. It also picked up the
Best Sound Editing for a Foreign
Language Film Award at the Motion
Pictures Sound Editors (MPSA) Golden
Reel Awards. Then on February 2nd,
it won Best Original Screenplay at the
British Academy of Film and Television
Arts (BAFTA) Awards, another first
for a Korean film, and became only the
second Korean film to win Best Film
Not in the English Language, following
PARK Chan-wook's The Handmaiden in
2018.
Of course all these events are considered
a warm-up for the biggest night on the
awards trail, the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences’ Academy
Awards, which will stage their 92nd
edition on Sunday, February 9th.
Parasite became the first ever Korean
feature-length film to be nominated in
any category when the nominations were
announced on January 13th, Landing
key nominations for Best Picture, Best
Director, Best Original Screenplay, Best

Editing, Best Production Design and
Best International Feature Film.
Ever since its Cannes debut, viewers
have connected with Parasite ’s relatable
satirical themes on income inequality
and been mesmerized by the film as a
superlative technical package full of
thrills, humor and surprises, which people
have been very careful not to divulge.
Parasite was released during the
100th anniversary of the Korean film
industry and its global success, which
keeps reaching new heights, seems
auspicious for Korean cinema as a
whole, as legions of new viewers have
not only discovered one of the greats of
world cinema, but have also taken a step
towards overcoming the ‘one-inch barrier
of subtitles’, as referred to by Director
BONG in his Golden Globes acceptance
speech for Best Foreign Language Film.
More global film lovers than ever are
now primed to reap the fruits of future
Korean films yet perhaps they will also
be inspired to seek out Korea’s manifold
classics, whose shoulders Parasite stood
on as it ushered it a new century for the
Korean film industry.
by Pierce Conran
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CJ Entertainment

THE CLOSET
2020 | 113 Min | Horror, Mistery
DIRECTOR KIM Kwang-bin
CAST HA Jung Woo, KIM Nam-gil, HEO Yul
RELEASE DATE February 5, 2020 CONTACT CJ Entertainment
Tel +82 2 371 9297 Fax +82 2 371 6346 Email filmsales@cj.net

ASHFALL
2019 | 128 Min l Disaster, Action
DIRECTOR LEE Hae Jun, KIM Byung Seo
CAST LEE Byung Hun, HA Jung Woo, Ma Dong Seok a.k.a Don LEE, JEON Hye Jin, BAE Suzy
RELEASE DATE December 19, 2019 CONTACT CJ Entertainment
Tel +82 2 371 9297 Fax +82 2 371 6346 Email filmsales@cj.net

The dormant Baekdusan volcano, which lies on the ChinaNorth Korean border, unexpectedly erupts and causes
pandemonium on the Korean Peninsula. Experts fear
the eruption was only preliminary and that a far more
devastating event is yet to come. Yoo-kyung (JEON Hye Jin),
Chief Secretary to the President of South Korea, enlists the
help of renowned Korean-American seismologist Bong-rae (Ma
Dong Seok a.k.a Don LEE) and the two hatch a daring plan to
prevent a disaster. In-chang (HA Jung Woo), a bomb disposal
expert looking to return to his pregnant wife Ji-young (BAE
Suzy), is put in charge of a team that enters North Korea
and seeks out the help of elite officer Jun-pyong (LEE Byung
Hun), who may hold the key to success but proves difficult to
deal with.
Castaway on the Moon (2009) director LEE Hae Jun and Cold
Eyes (2013) co-director KIM Byung Seo teamed up to helm
this massive budget action-disaster. The film assembles the
starriest cast of 2019, which includes the first ever team-up
between superstars LEE Byung Hun and HA Jung Woo, as
well as Ma Dong Seok a.k.a Don LEE (TRAIN TO BUSAN ,
2016), JEON Hye Jin (The Merciless , 2017) and BAE Suzy
(Architecture 101 , 2012).

Sang-won (HA Jung Woo) loses his wife following a sudden
accident, also leaving behind their young daughter I-na
(HEO Yul), following which their father-daughter bond
becomes strained. In order to mend their ties, Sang-won
moves them to a new home. He tries to draw closer to his
daughter, to little avail, until she informs him that she
has a new friend. Although his daughter now appears to
be happy, Sang-won grows concerned when he begins to
notice strange sounds coming from her closet. Soon after,
Sang-won begins to have strange dreams and then I-na
disappears. While he searches for her, a strange man
named Kyung-hoon (KIM Nam-gil) appears before him,
who claims to know where she is, as he points to her closet.
Hot on the heels on his hit ASHFALL , HA Jung Woo
returns to theaters in his first ever horror film, The Closet .
The film pairs him up with KIM Nam-gil for the first time,
who flirted with the horror genre last year in the comedyhorror The Odd Family: Zombie on Sale , and also headlined
the hit TV series The Fiery Priest . The film marks the
feature directorial debut of KIM Kwang-bin, who has
earned awards and global festival invitations for his
inventive shorts such as Modern Family (2011) and How to
Pick a Lock (2016).
by Pierce Conran

by Pierce Conran
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Cinema Dal

SWALLOW
2020 | 136 Min l Drama
DIRECTOR LEESONG Hee-il
CAST YOON Park, WOO Jihyeon, JANG Heeryung, PARK Sojin
RELEASE DATE TBA CONTACT Cinema Dal
Tel +82 2 337 2135 Fax +82 2 325 2137 Email sales@cinemadal.com

UNDERGROUND
2019 | 89 Min | Documentary
DIRECTOR KIM Jeongkeun
CAST JEONG Cheol, UM Woochul, JEONG Yeonghui, PARK Eunju
RELEASE DATE TBA CONTACT Cinema Dal
Tel +82 2 337 2135 Fax +82 2 325 2137 Email sales@cinemadal.com

A self-admitted railway maniac who finds a minimalist
elegance in subway line maps, KIM Jeongkeun has always
been appreciative of the many workers who contribute to
make such a complex operation possible and keep the trains
running.
Having noticed that they had become all but invisible to
the ordinary commuter over the years due to them being
slowly replaced with machines, KIM decided to venture
underground, into the galleries of the Busan subway
network, to meet them. As he gets them to open up about
their working conditions, he quickly realizes that they are
treated as the poor relation in public transport policies
and bear the brunt of budget cuts. While he witnesses
firsthand the first unionization efforts in the company, he is
also following young apprentices who are about to join the
workforce.
Documentarist KIM Jeongkeun came on the radar with
two features made back-to-back on the labor movement
and mobilizations at Korean shipbuilder Hanjin Heavy
Industries, with the latter, The Island of Shadows (2014),
winning the Grand Prize at the Seoul Independent Film
Festival.
by Fabien Schneider
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Ho-yeon is a distant man whose sole concern in the world is
to always earn more. He has been ignoring his wife for too
long to remember, and his disdain for his mother is such
that he didn’t even bother reading the book she published,
“Swallow”, which recounts her younger days in Korea’s
turbulent 1980s. That one day she goes missing doesn’t
faze Ho-yeon at all, certain as he is that she just went on
an impromptu trip. In due course, though, he finally takes
the full measure of the situation, and starts taking an
interest in her past. While reading her book, he discovers
that his mother had a relationship in 1983 with a young
activist known as Swallow, who would become a symbol
of the student-led demonstrations that shook CHUN Doohwan’s military regime, and therefore the object of unwanted
attention from intelligence services. The more Ho-yeon reads
about it, the more it becomes clear that the tragic events that
transpired back then have something to do with his mother’s
disappearance.
LEESONG Hee-il was named Best Independent Film
Director by the Korea Film Director’s Network in 2006
for his feature debut No Regret (2006), one of the earliest
Korean films about a gay romance. With this film, which was
one of the projects selected for Busan’s Asian Film Market
in 2015 and also benefitted from a support grant provided by
KOFIC’s aid fund to arthouse film production, LEESONG
explores one of the darkest chapters in Korea’s modern
history.
by Fabien Schneider

CONTENTS PANDA

INTRUDER
2020 | TBA | Mystery, Thriller
DIRECTOR SOHN Won-pyung
CAST SONG Ji-hyo, KIM Moo-yul
RELEASE DATE March 2020 CONTACT CONTENTS PANDA
Tel +82 2 3490 9372 Fax +82 2 6902 0286 Email sales@its-new.co.kr

HONEST CANDIDATE
2020 | 104 Min | Comedy
DIRECTOR CHANG You-jeong
CAST RA Mi-ran, KIM Moo-yul, NA Moon-hee, YOON Kyung-ho
RELEASE DATE February 12, 2020 CONTACT CONTENTS PANDA
Tel +82 2 3490 9372 Fax +82 2 6902 0286 Email sales@its-new.co.kr

CHANG You-jeong, director of the romcom Finding Mr.
Destiny (2010) and family comedy The Bros (2017), returns
with the political comedy Honest Candidate , the latest
star vehicle for former character actress RA Mi-ran, who
headlined the hit crime-comedy Miss & Mrs. Cops last year
and featured alongside CHOI Min-sik in another election
film, The Mayor , in 2017. Also getting a chance to flex
their funny muscles are KIM Moo-yul, recently seen in the
Cannes-invited thriller The Gangster, The Cop, The Devil
(2019), and veteran star NA Moon-hee, of Miss Granny
(2014) and I Can Speak (2017) fame.
RA plays Sang-sook, a politician who is challenging for her
fourth term at the national assembly. She enthralls the
crowds with her turns of phrase as election season gets
underway, until she goes to visit her grandmother (NA
Moon-hee) in the countryside, who wishes she would reform
her ways. Upon her return home, she discovers a curious
problem: she is no longer able to lie. As the election draws
closer, the true side of her nature and her buried secrets
come to light and she is powerless to do anything to stop it.
With the help of her aide (KIM Moo-yul), will it be possible
for voters to vote for this very ‘honest candidate’?

Seo-jin (KIM Moo-yul) is a successful architect but suffers
from several traumas. When he was a child 25 years ago,
his sister suddenly disappeared, and more recently he lost
his wife in a car accident.
As he undergoes hypnosis as a form of therapy, Seo-jin
sees his long-lost sister You-jin (SONG Ji-hyo), and low and
behold, soon after that she returns to her family 25 years
after her disappearance.
However Seo-jin can’t help but feel that something is not
quite right about this woman and he begins to doubt that
she is actually his sister, though no one listens to him.
When he undergoes hypnosis again, he sees this woman
once more, but beside the site of his wife’s car crash. Now it
is imperative for him to find out who she is.
Intruder is the feature debut of Korean Academy of Film
Arts (KAFA) graduate SOHN Won-pyung, who picked up a
Jury Prize for her short A Two-way Monologue (2007) at the
Mise-en-scene Short Film Festival, an event long-recognised
for launching major Korean directors.
KIM Moo-yul featured in the Cannes-invited thriller The
Gangster, The Cop, The Devil last year, and also stars in
the election comedy Honest Candidate .
by Pierce Conran

by Pierce Conran
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FINECUT

AN OLD LADY
2019 | 100 MIN | Drama
DIRECTOR LEE Sun-ae
CAST YE Su Jeong, KI Joo Bong, KIM Jungyeong, KIM Tae Hun, KIM Joongki
RELEASE DATE TBA
CONTACT FINECUT
Tel +82 2 569 8777 Fax +82 2 569 6662
Email cineinfo@finecut.co.kr

SECRET ZOO
2019 | 117 Min | Comedy, Drama
DIRECTOR SON Jae-gon
CAST AHN Jae-hong, KANG So-ra, PARK Young-kyu, KIM Sung-oh, JEON Yeo-been
RELEASE DATE January 15, 2020 CONTACT FINECUT
Tel +82 2 569 8777 Fax +82 2 569 6662 Email cineinfo@finecut.co.kr

Young attorney Tae-soo (AHN Jae-hong) has been stuck in a
temp position at a major law firm for years, where he dreams
of someday landing a full-time position. He finally sees
his chance when he’s given a special assignment to revive
an ailing zoo. He has three months to complete the task,
however, there’s a problem: the zoo doesn’t have any animals.
He comes off with a daring plan, dress up the staff in animal
costumes and try to fool the paying public. When the zoo
opens and a video of Tae-soo dressed as a polar bear drinking
a can of coke goes viral online, the plan is a massive hit and
Tae-soo finally lands his dream job. Yet when he discovers
why his firm sent him on his mission, he finds himself at a
crossroads. Director SON Jae-gon, one of Korea’s wittiest
filmmakers who is responsible for My Scary Girl (2006) and
Villain & Widow (2010), makes a welcome return after a
decade away from the megaphone with the comedy Secret
Zoo , one of this year’s marquee Lunar New Year holiday
releases. AHN Jae-hong, who features in the Berlin-invited
Time to Hunt this year, leads a cast that also includes KANG
So-ra (My Paparotti , 2013), PARK Young-kyu (How to Use
Guys with Secret Tips , 2013), KIM Sung-oh (Unstoppable ,
2018) and JEON Yeo-been (After My Death , 2017).
by Pierce Conran
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Upon her return from a hospital visit, 69-year-old Hyojeong (YE Su Jeong) informs Dong-ho (KI Joo Bong), the
man she lives with, that she was raped by a male nurse
aide. She decides to report the incident to the police but few
people are ready to believe her claim, especially when the
man in question turns out to be a handsome young man
(KIM Jungyeong). When the young suspect claims their
sexual encounter was consensual, a request for a warrant
for his arrest is rejected by the court. Now Hyo-jeong must
seek justice her own way.
This indie drama, which debuted in the New Currents
competition section of the Busan International Film
Festival last year, features two of Korea’s most respected
senior actors in powerhouse roles: YE Su Jeong, recently
seen in TRAIN TO BUSAN (2016), Herstory (2018) and
Along with the Gods: The Two Worlds (2017); and KI Joo
Bong, who was the lead of Hong Sangsoo’s Hotel by the
River (2018) and played the memorable North Korean
leader in The Spy Gone North (2018).
This daring debut film from director LEE Sun-ae combines
social prejudice and taboo themes regarding the lives of
the elderly and sexual abuse in contemporary society in a
novel and progressive fashion.
by Pierce Conran

Indiestory

FANFARE
2019 | 88 Min l Crime, Thriller, Horror
DIRECTOR LEE Don-ku
CAST LIM Hwa-young, PARK Jong-hwan, NAM Yeon-woo
RELEASE DATE TBA
CONTANCT Indiestory
Tel +82 2 722 6051 FAX +82 2 722 6055 Email indiestory@indiestory.com

EVAPORATED
2019 l 128 Min l Documentary
DIRECTOR KIM Sung-min
CAST CHOI Yong-jin, CHOI Joon-sun, CHOI Joon-won
RELEASE DATE 2020
CONTACT Indiestory
TEL +82 2 722 6051 FAX +82 2 722 6055 Email indiestory@indiestory.com

CHOI Yong-jin will never forget the last time he saw
his second daughter. On April 4, 2000, she was playing
at a playground nearby like any other day, when she
mysteriously vanished. While the police have long since
closed the case, Yong-jin has taken upon himself to continue
the search. The guilt he feels for failing to protect his own
child has prevented him from moving on.
He has been filling notebooks with possible clues regarding
the girl’s whereabouts, while his elder daughter, now an
adult, is hesitant to move out and leave him on his own.
When a new witness comes forward seventeen years later,
Yong-jin can’t help but hope to find his missing daughter
alive, which produces tension with his other daughter, who
has already accepted the death of her sister.
Debuting director KIM Sung-min deals with the enduring
trauma experienced by the relatives of missing persons, in
this film that has already won him a Special Mention of
the Jury from the DMZ International Documentary Film
Festival as well as the Best Feature Film Award at the
Seoul Independent Film Festival.

On the night of Halloween, the owner of a bar is about
to close for the night when a mysterious woman named J
barges in. Later on, two brothers break in looking for the
cash and are caught red-handed by the owner, whom they
promptly stab to death in the confusion. Overwhelmed by
the dramatic turn of event, they take the woman hostage
and call to the rescue a conman named Sen to help them
discard the body. After much convincing, he agrees to help
them and in turn calls a hitman friend for his expertise in
that field. The four of them try to set out a plan of action,
but unbeknownst to them, the mysterious woman also had
one all along, and this one entails that they don’t make it
out alive.
From LEE Don-ku, the director of indie school drama Fatal
which was invited to the Panorama section of the Berlinale
in 2013, comes a psychological thriller intended as an
allegory of today’s society. First presented at the Bucheon
International Fantastic Film Festival, the film allowed
LEE to take home the Best Director Award in the Korean
competition. Lead actor PARK Jong-hwan is a favorite of
Korean indie filmmakers who won Best Actor at the Busan
International Film Festival for Hit the Night . He could also
be seen in mainstream fare such as Veteran (2015) and A
Violent Prosecutor (2016).
by Fabien Schneider

by Fabien Schneider
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K-MOVIE ENTERTAINMENT

TOGETHER AGAIN (WT)
2020 | TBA l Music, Drama
DIRECTOR SHIM Chan-yang CAST HONG Isaac, JANG Haeun
RELEASE DATE 2020 CONTACT K-MOVIE ENTERTAINMENT
Tel +82 70 8852 7112 Fax +82 70 7966 0488 Email sales@kmovieenter.com

SPIRITWALKER
2020 | TBA l Fantasy, Action
DIRECTOR YOON Jae-keun CAST YOON Kye-sang, LIM Ji-yeon, PARK Yong-woo
RELEASE DATE 2020 CONTACT K-MOVIE ENTERTAINMENT
Tel +82 70 8852 7112 Fax +82 70 7966 0488 Email sales@kmovieenter.com

A man wakes up in a car wreck, apparently minutes after
a traffic accident. He doesn’t remember his own name nor
where he lives, let alone how he ended up here. His attempts
to look for help are met with confused looks, the people
crossing his path treat him like a freak. Then, suddenly, he
finds himself in someone else’s body, somewhere else. The
strange phenomenon occurs time and again, every twelve
hours. The man looks for clues that could help him figure out
his true identity, and eventually meets a woman who claims
to know him. After revealing his name, she also tells him
about a secretive organization that is after him. As it dawns
on him that his days are numbered, he’s determined to find a
way to go back to his own body, wherever it is, before they get
their hands on it.
Following his directing debut Heartbeat (2011), screenwriterturned-director YOON Jae-keun is back with a high-concept
action film led by YOON Kye-sang, who made a sensation
playing a ruthless loan shark in The Outlaws (2017) before
starring in MAL·MO·E: The Secret Mission (2019). His co-star
LIM Ji-yeon was the Grand Bell winner for Best New Actress
in 2014 for her debut role in Obsessed (2014) and was last
seen in the crime drama film Tazza: One Eyed Jack (2019).
by Fabien Schneider
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Tae-il, an aspiring songwriter who ekes out a living by
composing music for commercials, can no longer bear the
many compromises that line of work demands and decides
one day that enough is enough. As he reminisces about his
college years, a time when he felt free to explore his own
music and lyrics, he decides to visit his hometown. There,
he bumps into Ji-won, a former member of his old band and
his old crush, who now teaches in a music school. Some of
her pupils, teenagers who have formed their own band, are
about to take part in a music contest, and Tae-il winds up
coaching them for the big day. One day, upon receiving a
chance to record an album with the songs he wrote with Jiwon, he asks her to come with him to Seoul. Director SHIM
Chan-yang already made a name for himself after receiving
the LG HiEntech Best Korean Fantastic Film Award from
the Bucheon International Fantastic Film Festival for his
debut feature Behind the Dark Night (2017), which chronicles
the tribulations of a film club as they try to make their
own movie. For his sophomore effort, he has gathered two
young music talents who have already earned their share of
recognition on Korean TV networks: HONG Isaac is a singersongwriter discovered through the competition show Super
Band, and is also assuming music supervising duties for the
film, while JANG Haeun is a classic guitarist first noticed in
2012 when she participated in Korea’s Got Talent and who
has since performed all over the world.
by Fabien Schneider

Little Big Pictures

YOUNG ADULT MATTERS
2019 | TBA l Drama
DIRECTOR LEE Hwan
CAST LEE You-mi, AHN Hee-yeon
RELEASE DATE 2020 3~4Q
CONTANCT Little Big Pictures
Tel +82 70 4266 2370 Fax +82 2 2263 8812
Email vicky@little-big.co.kr

MORE THAN FAMILY
2019 | TBA l Comedy, Drama
DIRECTOR CHOI Ha-na
CAST JUNG Soo-jung (Krystal), JANG Hye-jin
RELEASE DATE 2020 3~4Q
CONTACT Little Big Pictures
Tel +82 70 4266 2370 Fax +82 2 2263 8812
Email vicky@little-big.co.kr

Satsun, a college student, falls in love with a teenager she
is tutoring and eventually finds herself pregnant. After
trying to cover up the whole situation for five months, she
eventually confesses to her parents, who take the news
as well as one might expect. Her stepfather, in particular,
cannot hide his disappointment, until their incessant
confrontations prompt her to run away from home and
look for her biological father, with the hope that he at least
would understand her feelings. However, as she collects
clues regarding the identity and location of her father, she
also begins to better understand why her mother made
the decision to leave him. When the father of her baby
vanishes, both her fathers resolve to join hands to find him.
American Korean pop singer Krystal, a member of K-pop
girl band f(x), makes her feature film debut after she
appeared in a number of Korean drama series, notably
starring in High Kick: Revenge of the Short Legged (20112012), My Lovely Girl (2014) and Prison Playbook (2017).
Joining her is JANG Hye-jin, who was last seen playing the
mother of the humble family in Parasite (2019).

Se-jin, a 17-year old teenager, feels like no one in this world
can understand her. Upon discovering that she is pregnant,
she plans to get an abortion but can only do so through illicit
ways, since a legal surgery could only be sanctioned after
visiting a doctor with her parents. The situation rapidly gets
out of control, until Se-jin is rescued by a gang of teenagers.
She is however far from relieved as she still has a pregnancy
to terminate and blames her new friends for putting her
in this mess. Jae-pil and Shin-ji are hell-bent on finding a
solution but are confronted again and again to the limits
dictated by their young age.
Director LEE Hwan, who started his career as an actor
with a notable appearance in the 2008 indie sensation
Breathless by YANG Ik-june, later jumped into the director’s
chair with the short Home , presented in 2014 at the Jeonju
International Film Festival. He recently drew much notice
with his critically acclaimed first feature Park Hwa-young
(2018), which debuted at the Busan International Film
Festival. This film marks the acting debut of AHN Hee-yeon,
best known under the moniker Hani, eight years after her
debut as a member of the K-pop girl group EXID. LEE Yumi, who had played one of the young drifters in Park Hwayoung , reunites with LEE Hwan with a similar role.
by Fabien Schneider

by Fabien Schneider
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Lotte Entertainment

STEEL RAIN: SUMMIT
2020 | TBA | Action, Drama
DIRECTOR YANG Woo-seok
CAST JUNG Woo-sung, KWAK Do-won, YOO Yeon-seok, Angus MACFADYEN
RELEASE DATE TBA CONTACT Lotte Entertainment
Tel +82 2 6277 5907 Fax +82 2 3470 3439 Email international02@lotte.net

HITMAN: AGENT JUN
2020 | 110 Min | Action-Comedy
DIRECTOR CHOI Won-sub
CAST KWON Sang-woo, JEOUNG Jun-ho
RELEASE DATE January 22, 2020 CONTACT Lotte Entertainment
Tel +82 2 6277 5907 Fax +82 2 3470 3439 Email international02@lotte.net

One of the top agents at the National Intelligence Service
(NIS), Jun (KWON Sang-woo) has grown tired of the life
of an agent and decides to fake his own death in order to
lead a normal life as a family man and achieve his long-held
dream of being a webtoon artist.
He succeeds in his plan, that is until his work as a webtoon
artist fails to draw any attention. Depressed again, he looks
to his former life as a spy for inspiration and when his new
stories accidentally hit the web, they become a sensation.
However, before long, criminals and agents from his past,
many of them bearing grudges against Jun, being to track
him down as a result.
Hitman: Agent Jun continues a renaissance of sorts for
former heartthrob KWON Sang-woo who has appeared
in three films in as many months, with his latest Lunar
New Year hit following Love, Again (2019) and The Divine
Move 2: The Wrathful (2019). The film is the first feature
by CHOI Won-sub. JEOUNG Jun-ho (Operation Chromite ,
2016), fresh from the K-Drama sensation Sky Castle , costars in the action-comedy.
by Pierce Conran
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Political functionaries, including heads of state, from
South Korea, North Korea and the United States, convene
in Wonsan in North Korea to discuss the issue of nuclear
weapons and peace on the peninsula. However, the summit is
interrupted by North Korean extremists who mount a coup
and kidnap the global leaders. As the hostages are taken
away on a North Korean submarine, the governments of the
United States, Japan and China prepare for war. Meanwhile,
how will the president of South Korea attempt to avert a
global crisis while trapped in the submarine?
Director YANG Woo-seok and stars JUNG Woo-sung and
KWAK Do-won return for this spy action-drama sequel.
The original Steel Rain , which was adapted from a webtoon
penned by none other than YANG Woo-seok himself, was an
end-of-year hit in 2017, welcoming close to four and a half
million viewers, who were drawn to its mix of action, star
power and political intrigue.
JUNG featured in Innocent Witness last year, for which
he picked up a Best Actor Award at the Blue Dragon Films
Awards, and is back on screens this month in Beasts
Clawing at Straws , while The Wailing (2016) star KWAK
Do-won appeared in this year’s Lunar New Year hit The
Man Standing Next . Co-stars include YOO Yeon-seok (The
Beauty Inside , 2015) and Scottish actor Angus Macfadyen of
Braveheart .
by Pierce Conran

Mirovision/Studio Bonanza

OUR 29TH GOSSIP DIARY
2020 | 90 Min l Drama
DIRECTOR LEE Sai-byul
CAST CHO Han-na, LEE Da-hae, CHOI Min-kyeong, LEE Sai-byul
RELEASE DATE TBA
CONTACT Mirovision/Studio Bonanza
Tel +82 2 797 7589 Fax +82 2 797 7587
Email market@mirovision.com

IN THE NAME OF MY SON
2020 | 95 Min l Thriller
DIRECTOR LEE Jeong-gook
CAST AHN Sung-ki, YOON Yoo-sun
RELEASE DATE May, 2020 CONTACT Mirovision/Studio Bonanza
Tel +82 2 797 7589 Fax +82 2 797 7587 Email market@mirovision.com

Chae-geun works for a designated driver service in Seoul,
while his only son lives in the US. One day, Jin-hee, the
owner of a restaurant where he is a regular, bemoans her
dying father and his yet-unfulfilled wish to see her married.
Before long, the discussion leads to her asking him to pose
as her boyfriend for a little while, to which Chae-geun
agrees reluctantly. Upon meeting the father, the latter takes
advantage of a moment when he is alone with Chae-geun
to show him a gun that was used in the brutal repression
of the 1980 pro-democracy mass protest in Gwangju. The
old man explains that he stole it and has kept it hidden
all this time with the hope that one day he could give
the perpetrators, who still run free, a taste of their own
medicine. As he finally passes away before he could carry
out his scheme,Chae-geun decides to pick up the plan where
he left it. Officially supported by the City of Gwangju and
with legendary actor AHN Sung-ki in the lead, this film
marks the comeback of Director LEE Jeong-gook, 30 years
after he caused a sensation with his debut feature The Song
of Resurrection (1990) for being the first film to portray the
aforementioned events that took place in Gwangju.

Hee-ju, Ga-hee, Bo-young and Seo-yun have been best
friends ever since their high school days. Back then, they
believed that by the time they turn 30 they would have
found their Mr. Right and be married, “like everybody else”.
But now, at the age of 29, this dream couldn’t seem more
distant from reality. Hee-ju, who has been dating the
same guy all these years, starts doubting his feelings after
spotting something weird on his phone. Ga-hee has fallen
for a Korean American, but his quirky ways are becoming
too much to bear.
Bo-young was finally ready to make her relationship official,
only for her boyfriend to announce that he is going to hit
the road to pursue his dream. As for Seo-yun, she had a
crush on a one-night stand,but now that she got to know
him better, his excessive positivity gets under her skin.
Fortunately, they will always have each other to let off
steam.
Actress LEE Sai-byul uses her directorial debut to address
what she considers to be the “unlucky age” for Korean
women, when they start feeling intense pressure from
society to get married.
by Fabien Schneider

by Fabien Schneider
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M-LINE DISTRIBUTION

THE DAY I DIED: UNCLOSED CASE
2020 | TBA l Drama
DIRECTOR PARK Ji-wan
CAST KIM Hye-soo, ROH Jeong-eui, LEE Jeong-eun
RELEASE DATE TBA
CONTACT M-LINE DISTRIBUTION
Tel +82 2 796 2427 Fax +82 2 796 2429
Email sales@mline-distribution.com

MOVING ON
2019 | 104 Min l Drama
DIRECTOR YOON Dan-bi
CAST CHOI Jung-un, YANG Heung-ju, PARK Hyeon-yeong, PARK Seung-jun
RELEASE DATE summer, 2020
CONTACT M-LINE DISTRIBUTION
Tel +82 2 796 2427 Fax +82 2 796 2429
Email sales@mline-distribution.com

Okju, a teenage girl, and her little brother Dongju, are
being raised alone by their divorced father. Riddled with
debts, the father decides to move in with their grandfather,
who lives alone in a two-story house. Before long, their aunt
joins them too as she has just filed for divorce. Over the
course of a summer, Okju witnesses in that old building that
holds many memories the small trials and quarrels that are
par for the course as this patched-together family learns to
live together again. At first dismayed by this new life, Okju
slowly becomes more comfortable around that grandfather
she barely knew before. But that time was never meant to
last, and when the old man shows the first signs of sickness,
Okju’s father and aunt decide to send him to a sanatorium
and sell the house. This graduation project from film student
YOON Dan-bi is already enjoying a successful festival run,
as it picked up four awards at the Busan International Film
Festival, including the NETPAC Award and IFFR Bright
Future Award.
by Fabien Schneider
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Detective Hyun-soo has been assigned the case of the
apparent suicide of a teenager who disappeared in an
island on a stormy night.
Despite the shoes found close to a cliff and the suicide
note left in the girl’s home, Hyun-soo doesn’t want to close
the case yet since the body hasn’t been retrieved and the
investigation raises more questions than it answers.
Despite the deceptive clues, Hyun-soo tries to piece together
what really happened that night.
The first feature film of PARK Ji-wan, who received the
Grand Prize from the Seoul International Women’s Film
Festival in 2008 for her short High School Girls , features
veteran actress KIM Hye-soo, best known abroad for
the caper films Tazza: The High Rollers (2006) and The
Thieves (2012) and last seen in the historical financial
drama Default (2018).
She is joined by LEE Jeong-eun, recently revealed through
her sensational performance in Palme d’Or-winner Parasite
and co-winner of the Screen Actors Guild Award for Best
Motion Picture Cast.
by Fabien Schneider

SHOWBOX

THE GOLDEN HOLIDAY
2020 | TBA | Comedy Action
DIRECTOR KIM Bong-han
CAST KWAK Do-won, KIM Dae-myeung, KIM Sang-ho, KIM Hie-won
RELEASE DATE TBA
CONTACT SHOWBOX
Tel +82 2 3218 5657 Fax +82 2 3444 6688
Email sales@showbox.co.kr

THE MAN STANDING NEXT
2020 | 114 Min | Political Drama
DIRECTOR WOO Min-ho
CAST LEE Byung-hun, LEE Sung-min, KWAK Do-won, LEE Hee-jun, KIM So-jin
RELEASE DATE January 22, 2020 CONTACT SHOWBOX
Tel +82 2 3218 5657 Fax +82 2 3444 6688 Email sales@showbox.co.kr

In the late 1970s, President Park (LEE Sung-min) rules over
South Korea with the help of the powerful Korean Central
Intelligence Agency (KCIA), which operates under the control
of director Kim Gyu-pyeong (LEE Byung-hun). Kim is
tasked by the president with retrieving a tell-all manuscript
penned by a previous KCIA director, Park Yong-gak (KWAK
Do-won), who is currently in Washington D.C., where he is
testifying before congress. Though Kim does what he’s told,
the increasingly paranoid President Park begins to place
his confidence in the hot-headed head of his security service
(LEE Hee-jun). Director WOO Min-ho and star LEE Byunghun have joined forces once again, five years after their nine
million viewer smash Inside Men (2015). The Man Standing
Next is based on one of the most shocking political true stories
of Korea’s modern history, as President PARK Chung-hee’s
16-year reign came to a crashing halt. ASHFALL star LEE
has scored a rapid consecutive hit with this Lunar New Year
smash, which co-stars LEE Sung-min (The Spy Gone North ,
2018), KWAK Do-won (The Wailing , 2016), LEE Hee-jun (1987:
When the Day Comes , 2017) and KIM So-jin, who was recently
seen in Director WOO’s previous film The Drug King (2018).

Countryside detective Byung-su (KWAK Do-won) goes on
a family holiday to the Philippines to celebrate his tenth
wedding anniversary to his wife. However, there’s more
than meets the eye with this trip, as he’s also looking to
track down his old friend Yong-bae (KIM Sang-ho), who
scammed him out of a lot of money and escaped from him
several years ago scot-free. Of all places, Byung-su finds
Yong-bae in a prison in Manila, where he is serving a
sentence for murder. The convict then fills him in on a local
murder case surrounding ‘Yamashita’s Gold’ and after
being tempted by a share of the gold at the heart of the
affair, which Yong-bae offers to him, he decides to involve
himself in the case.
The Wailing (2016) star KWAK Do-won, who is currently
on screens in the Lunar New Year hit The Man Standing
Next , leads this Korean action-comedy set in the
Philippines.
The Golden Holiday is the third film by director KIM Bonghan, following the superhero film The Hero (2013) and
the period investigation thriller Ordinary Person (2017).
KWAK’s co-stars include KIM Dae-myeung (Bluebeard ,
2017), KIM Sang-ho (Haemoo , 2014) and KIM Hie-won (The
Merciless , 2017).
by Pierce Conran

by Pierce Conran
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INTERVIEW

KWAK Sin-ae

Producer of PARASITE

The world is reacting
Winning the Palme d’Or at the Cannes Film Festival
was just the beginning. Over the past year, Parasite
has swept through film festivals around the world,
and has seen record breaking success at the North
American box office since its October release. The
list of accolades continues to grow as Director
BONG Joon Ho, the cast and the technicians have
been presented with the Golden Globe for Best
Foreign Language Film, the Screen Actors Guild
(SAG) Awards for Outstanding Performance by an
Ensemble in a Motion Picture, and six Academy
Awards nominations. All eyes are now on the
Academy Awards, which will be held on February
9, to see if Parasite ’s Oscar campaign will continue
it's run of success. I talk to KWAK Sin-ae, CEO of
Barunson E&A and producer of Parasite to hear her
take on the recent developments.
Editor’s note: Due to the publishing date of the Berlin
Special Edition of Korean Cinema Today, the results of the
Academy Awards couldn’t be included in this article.
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The countdown for the Academy Awards has begun. How are things

Performance by a Cast in a Motion Picture at the SAG Awards.

going in the United States?

We were seated next to Martin SCORSESE and the cast of
The Irishman . I was sitting in my chair listening to Brad
PITT and Renée ZELLWEGER giving their speeches when
suddenly I heard them call out our name. I almost fell off my
chair. (laughs) Tom QUINN, the CEO of NEON, our North
American distributor, asked me, “Did you ever think you
would be sitting at the SAG Awards”? Of course not. (laughs)
As a foreign film, receiving so much as a nomination is itself
a big deal. Parasite was only the second foreign-language
film ever nominated for this category, the first being Life is
Beautiful twenty-one years ago. And we won! Even the people
at NEON, who are heading our Oscar campaign, didn’t see
that coming. You can imagine the surprise. This is a sign of
great things to come because the SAG has 1,200 Hollywood
actors in its ranks, and a large percentage of them are also
members of the Academy. One U.S. reporter wrote, “This goes
to show how much Americans love BONG Joon Ho’s Parasite .”

Hollywood is the heart of the film industry. If you win an
award or gain recognition there, news will travel around
the world. Recently, we have been getting calls from our
distributors around the world informing us that they plan
to re-release the film. Parasite came out in Japan following
its release in the U.S., and our Japanese distributor told us
that the audience response has been tremendous. I can feel
the whole world reacting. Winning the Palme d’Or in Cannes
was undoubtedly a huge honor, but winning awards in the
U.S. and succeeding at the American box office is having a
more direct effect on general moviegoers. In other words, the
financial ramifications are huge. Something big is happening
there; something we have never seen before.
When did you first realize that Parasite was winning the hearts of
filmmakers from around the world?

There have been so many surreal moments. (laughs) One
thing I noticed at the many film festivals we’ve been to is that
the audience reacts differently when the presenter shouts,
“Parasite , BONG Joon Ho.” People clap louder and cheer
harder. A different type of energy spreads across the room
when Director BONG steps onto the stage. This took me by
surprise. Members of the foreign press have taken note. They
wrote that “BONG Joon Ho is enjoying a ‘rock star’ status.”
Their words, not mine. (laughs)
Did you expect to win Best Foreign Language Film at the Golden
Globe Awards?

I did but that didn’t make the moment any less special. After
all, this was the first time a Korean film won a Golden Globe.
A total of four film awards are broadcast on television in the
U.S.: the Golden Globe Awards, the Critics’ Choice Awards,
the Screen Actors Guild (SAG) Awards, and the Academy
Awards. In the case of the Critics’ Choice Awards, there are
so many categories that in some cases the winners are not
actually presented their award during the ceremony. Parasite
won the trophy for Best Foreign Language Film but we
weren’t called onto stage. The funny thing is, Director BONG
tied with Sam MENDES for Best Director. (laughs) He was
genuinely surprised and didn’t have a speech prepared. We
certainly did not expect to win best ensemble at the SAG
Awards either.
It really was a surprise when the cast received Outstanding

Even when Parasite was still in production, people were already
saying that this would be a good ensemble cast. All of the actors have
a different approach to acting but they somehow match with the tone
of the movie. How were you able to gather such a great cast?

In my opinion, the characters were already very well fleshedout in the script. Some of the actors might have mentioned
this. The narrative was so intricately planned out that the
cast felt all they needed to do was to follow Director BONG’s
lead. (laughs) So the director had a lot to do with it. Further
adding to the chemistry was the fact that the actors spent so
much time with each other on set. They enjoyed each other’s
company and were influenced by each other’s acting. This
is what made them such a great team. Of course, we have
SONG Kang-ho to thank for that. He was serving as the “elder
brother” of the cast.
Of course, receiving an award from at SAG was a huge deal but now
all eyes are on the Oscars. Six nominations? What an achievement!

Personally, I thought we would at most get four nominations.
We knew from the articles that were coming out that we
would be nominated for Best International Feature Film. We
were also ranked in the top three for Best Director and Best
Original Screenplay. In the case of Best Picture, I heard you
must be in the top eight to ten range to get a nomination. We
were constantly in the top eight so it seemed that we would
likely receive a total of four nominations. In the case of Best
Film Editing, Best Supporting Actor and Best Production
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Parasite ’s Oscar race has proven that
films like this can be well received by
both the critics and the public,
and I imagine people will pay more
attention to Korean cinema.

Design, it was too close to call. I can’t forget the look on LEE
Ha-joon (Production Designer) and YANG Jin-mo’s (Editor)
faces when they heard their names called out. (laughs) John
CHO made the announcement for Best Picture and I got
goose bumps when I heard him say “Parasite , KWAK Sin-ae
and BONG Joon Ho.” He even pronounced my name perfectly.
(laughs) After it became clear we had been nominated for six
Oscars, NEON showed us the advertisement mockups they
had prepared. There were two versions – one in case we only
got five nominations, and another in case we received six. So,
the very day the nominations were announced, we started
putting out advertisements that read “Nominated for Six
Academy Awards.”
What’s it like now that the Oscar race has begun? What is NEON’s
strategy?

Our North American distributor NEON was co-founded by
the company’s CEO Tom QUINN, who had worked with us on
The Host (2006) and Mother (2009) when he was at Magnolia
Pictures. Director BONG has tremendous trust in Tom, and
although NEON is a startup, we knew that their marketing
team would do a terrific job. NEON is also a close partner of
CJ ENM, so there was no opposition from that front either.
Our first goal was winning the Palme d’Or in Cannes, and
we got it. (laughs) The thing with this movie is that the more
people see it, the more enthusiastic the response becomes.
The Oscar campaign has been closely tied to our North
American marketing strategy. We started advertising the
film in North America in August 2019 and it was released
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in theaters in October. The film kept building momentum,
so our goals likewise kept growing bigger. Director BONG
has been travelling around constantly to present the movie.
The audience absolutely adores him. Again, our original goal
at the Oscars was the International Feature Film award,
but now that we have multiple nominations our goals have
changed, and our campaign is directed towards a different
crowd. This has to do with how the Oscar voting system is set
up. Even if you are a member of the Academy, you don’t get
to vote on all the categories. Typically, each member gets to
cast two votes, so each award is decided by a different group
of people. What this means is your target audience is decided
by the awards you are gunning for. In our case, since we
initially thought we would only get a nod for International
Feature Film award but ultimately earned nominations in
six categories, we now have to send out far more promotion
material and invite guests to more screenings and meetings
with the director. The rules for voting for the nominations
and the rules for casting your ballot for the actual winners
are different. This is much too complicated to get into here.
NEON knows all about how it works. They have assigned
personnel to each category. On top of that, they have set up
regional managers, who monitor how the film is doing in
various locations around the U.S. They are also cooperating
with out Korean distributor CJ Entertainment’s overseas
marketing team on this campaign.
I don’t believe there's ever been a Palme d’Or winner that gained this
level of widespread popularity in both Europe and North America.
How was Parasite able to secure both critical and public appeal?

One of Director BONG’s fortes is the genre elements of his
films. He uses them to engage in a dialogue with the public.
I have no idea whether he does this knowingly or not. At the
same time, he is able to maintain his own unique style as
an artist. Director BONG has been doing this for a while,
it’s just that people are finally taking notice, since he won in
Cannes. Furthermore, BONG’s previous works have explicitly
dealt with the theme of economic inequalities, and this issue
is gaining more and more importance all around the world,
which led to the explosive response we are seeing today. The
BONG brand will continue growing ever more powerful and
valuable.
Still, I think we can all agree that even among Director BONG’s many
works, there is something special about Parasite . And you were the
first to notice. Tell me your thoughts on the role of the producer in

Parasite team with trophy of the
prize for best foreign language film
at Golden Globe Awards.

the making of a film. How did you provide the necessary support to

(Production Designer), YANG Jin-mo (Editor), and CHOI Tae-young

ensure that Director BONG’s vision was properly rendered on camera?

(Sound Supervisor) have received attention for their work. I guess

I was just fortunate enough to be the first person to read the
scenario. Sure, I did my job providing support, but if it hadn’t
been for Director BONG, Parasite as we know it would not
exist. The director is at the center of the creative process and,
for the most part, is the difference maker.

agencies in Hollywood must be knocking on their doors hoping to

Were there any moments when you sit back and realized “I dodged a

What do you think will happen if Parasite wins at the Oscars?

bullet right there”?

The Oscars are decided not by a select group of judges but by
the vote of its many members, which makes this award all
the more meaningful. If Parasite does well, it will provide
the public with the opportunity to learn about a foreign
director who perhaps the people in the industry know but
who is yet to become a household name. Parasite ’s Oscar
race has proven that films like this can be well received by
both the critics and the public, and I imagine people will pay
more attention to Korean cinema. It is a largely untapped
resource. Of course, this will be a boon for the Korean film
industry.

One of the first decisions I made was to not rush the process.
That’s when accidents happen. Whenever possible, I tried
to stay out of the director’s way, even if I had momentary
misgivings. My job was to decide if what I was seeing could
hurt the project, if there was any way I could help the director
do his job better and improve the film, and, if I was feeling
unsure about something, to pinpoint the reason for my unease.
I’ve been in the movie industry for over twenty years and all
the trials and errors I have experienced led me to Parasite . It’s
not just me. The entire staff has a similar story. That is why
this movie has been such a success. All of us in the Korean
film industry have, in a way, nurtured each other.
As you mentioned, members of the staff, including LEE Ha-joon

work with them on future projects.

There have been some talks. I also heard that despite
not being nominated, HONG Kyeong-pyo (Director of
Photography) has received considerable interest as well.

Will Barunson E&A produce BONG Joon Ho’s next film?

All I can say is that we hope so. (laugh)
by KIM Hye-seon (Film journalist) | photographed by OH kye Ohk
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LEE So-young

CEO of
Saram Entertainment
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Overcoming Language Barriers
through Fresh Content

“The 1-inch tall barrier of subtitles isn’t a barrier at
all.” In his acceptance speech for the Golden Globe
Award for Best Foreign Language Film, BONG Joon
Ho stressed the importance of cinema as a universal
language. The expansion of OTT services led by Netflix
allowed for content to flow freely, without any barrier.
Korean actors such as Don LEE (aka MA Dong-seok),
KANG Dong-won, and Teo YOO participating in global
projects and LEE Ha-nee and HAN Ye-ri also embarking
on international projects are all signs that Korean
cinema’s content and infrastructure have become
common currency around the world. An interesting
event was held during the Busan International
Film Festival on October 5, 2019. To commemorate
the centenary of Korean cinema, Korean talent
management company Saram Entertainment held a

Let’s talk about the significance of the “Global Open Seminar with
SARAM” held in Shinsegae Centum City, Busan on October 5, 2019,
as a side event to the Busan International Film Festival (BIFF).
Saram took this opportunity to present its future strategy for its
international business.

I didn’t expect the event to become so big. My initial plan
was only to have some tea with reporters as we needed
an occasion to announce some good news regarding the
international projects of the agency’s artists. It would have
probably been better received if we could have provided
sufficient information to reporters on our direction prior to
the event and had a more detailed presentation. You can’t
expect too much from your first attempt. Now the world
knows about our intention to “plant the seeds” for future
events. It was also great that the event was reported in
international media outlets including Variety and Screen.
Saram Entertainment announced that actress LEE Ha-nee signed
with US-based Artist International Group (AIG). The Seminar was

“Global Open Seminar with SARAM” to share its vision

attended by David UNGER, CEO of AIG, who successfully launched the

and strategies vis-à-vis international co-productions

Hollywood careers of Asian actresses Gong LI and Michelle YEOH,

with various artists and creators in the multi-platform
era. The event was attended by LEE So-young, CEO of
Saram Entertainment, Mike FIGGIS, the British director
of Leaving Las Vegas , and David A. UNGER, CEO of
Artist International Group (AIG). Saram announced
that actress LEE Ha-nee would go international
to participate in an anthology film project. Under
the slogan “Expand through People, Share through
Content,” Saram has refined its business model in
order to be equipped for global content. The agency’s
CEO LEE So-young shared some ideas about how the
company would carry out its planning, exchanges and
expansion of content and infrastructure with the world.

among others.

The success of a film market is determined by the active
participation of business people. Influential opinion leaders
infuse energy into film festivals. It is crucial that Busan
becomes the mecca of the film business and causes ripple
effects on other Asian countries like China and Japan. The
Busan Market asked me if it was possible to invite business
person who have that kind of impact. Mr. UNGER is FrenchAmerican, and his family has been in the film business for
three generations. As a respected veteran agent, he has a
deep understanding of Asian and European cultures with
proven results and expertise on the Hollywood careers of
Asian artists. His presence and contacts with Korean artists
may serve as a significant catalyst and motivation to other
business professionals in Hollywood. This is a symbolic
gesture that says, “I’ve taken notice of the Korean market
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Minari
Han Ye-ri attended The Sundance Film Festival with Minari .

and its talents; what are you waiting for?” If you want to
invite big shots, you need a stage from which to hear their
expertise and ideas. I think the event set a good precedent
by showing that key business people were paying attention
to the Korean market. We have created a stage where they
can present their businesses and ideas. This whole thing set
an example. This allows us now to allocate a larger budget to
further develop the event.
Mr. UNGER pointed up LEE Ha-nee’s strength, saying, “I think Ha-

Ho along with actress BAE Doo-na. Since then, Saram has
kept Mr. UNGER posted about Ha-nee’s schedule. We are
discussing together to decide what projects would be the
most profitable to Ha-nee while taking into consideration
both Korean and Hollywood projects. For international
projects, we prefer to work with directors who have a clear
understanding of Korean works. Since Ha-nee’s status as an
actress has totally changed over the last three years, we are
adjusting our goals. We can’t wait to see where her brilliant
influence, competence and talent will bring her.

nee is the face of modern Korean actresses. She is beautiful, smart
and passionate.” He also stated, “The time is ripe for Korean artists

LEE Ha-nee is expected to work with director KIM Jee-woon on his

to enter the global stage.” Please tell me how you plan to collaborate

French TV series Klaus 47. Please tell us more about the current

with Mr. UNGER for LEE’s international activities. As she is quite
busy at home, it will be vital to coordinate her schedule between
Hollywood and Korea. Otherwise, you may end up having losses from
both sides.

I am well aware of such concerns. Some Korean actors
planned to go global, only to have their international
appearances cancelled. And in the end, they unfortunately
lost opportunities for Korean projects. For me, it is more
important to go to Hollywood for actual projects, not just for
the sake of starting a career there. It has now been three
years since I started discussing LEE Ha-nee’s opportunities
in Hollywood with David. I signed a partnership contract
with him and we exchanged opinions regarding the choice
of agency. As a result, Ha-nee signed with WME (William
Morris Endeavor), an American talent agency that is home
to Korean directors PARK Chan-wook and BONG Joon
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status of the project.

Currently, they are polishing the script. The screenwriting
process is taking them a little bit longer than initially
planned, but that’s why I think we shouldn’t make them
hurry or push them. If there is a change in the initial
planning, Ha-nee can work on other projects in Korea and
we will adjust her Hollywood schedule accordingly and
in consultation with Mr. UNGER. In terms of avoiding
conflicting schedules between her Korean and international
projects, we are pretty flexible.
Saram also had great news to share concerning actress HAN Ye-ri.
She was cast in Minari , a new American film produced by A24, the
production company responsible for Ex Machina , Moonlight and The
Florida Project . The film is set to debut at the 2020 Sundance Film
Festival.

Whereas Ha-nee is going global with a role in English, Yeri is performing in Korean in the film Minari . Although it
is an American film directed by an American director, the
story is about first-generation Korean immigrants in the US.
Lee Isaac CHUNG, an American director of Korean descent,
based the film on the story of his parents’ generation. For
a Korean actor, working on an international project that
pertains to a very Korean matter always generates the best
results. For that reason, these kinds of projects are always
welcome. This film is very significant. If you have an original
story, you can overcome the barrier of English. Languages
too can be appreciated as an enjoyable cultural element, as
if you were travelling abroad. In that respect, bringing your
independent film to Sundance is a huge achievement. It
seems like we have reached one of the milestones we had set
up for ourselves, and this is a feat I’m proud of.
You are going to produce an anthology project named Shame , which
is being directed by Leaving Las Vegas director Mike FIGGIS.

FIGGIS attended the event because he was invited to BIFF
as a New Currents jury member. Our collaboration with him
is hugely attributable to Netflix and other OTT services;
I’ve heard he was really interested in Korean series such as
Signal and Sky Castle and that he developed a fascination for
Korean entertainment. Shame is an omnibus project that will
capture today’s sentiments in three Asian countries including
Korea. Three out of five synopses have been finalized. For
the remaining two segments, we would like to invite foreign
directors so as to include more diverse points of view. I think
this production will be unique and exciting.

LEE Ha-nee, who starred in Extreme job (top) and BLACK MONEY

believe there is a consensus that Korean content should be
given due consideration.

These three years of interaction with Mr. UNGER are finally coming to
fruition. I am sure that film business professionals around the world

You set up the International Production & Business Department to

now have different views on Korean content and infrastructure.

better embrace global productions. Please tell me more about your

Many producers are showing more interest in Korean content
than before we are. Some have already made their move
to acquire great Korean content. I feel that their interests
and questions about our content are changing dramatically
every year. Award-winning films such as Parasite and House
of Hummingbird have brought more recognition to Korean
entertainment. One famous producer asked me, “Did you see
the film House of Hummingbird ? It is remarkable.” It was
even before I watched the film. Korean films and series are
highly acclaimed, but you should never overlook the global
impact BTS has. People now think that if Korea can achieve
this level of music, its films should be checked out as well. I

plans and vision.

Now, more platforms are provided to artists. For me, rather
than trying to open up global markets and leaving Korean
productions behind, I’m staying focused on developing a
sense and the necessary language to communicate with the
world. Saram plans to open an office in Los Angeles in a joint
venture with Mr. UNGER by 2021. I plan to establish an
organic structure with Korea and the US under one umbrella,
just like I would with regional offices within Korea. My
ultimate goal is to make Saram Entertainment the gateway
to Asia.
by LEE Hwa-jung (Film journalist) | photographed by CHOI Sung-youl
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YI Seung-jun

Director of IN THE ABSENCE
Record of the Lingering Pain
A 119 emergency call at 8:52 AM on 16 April 2014. The caller said a passenger ferry ship had started sinking
near Jindo Island in Jeollanam-do Province. The Sewol ferry had left from Incheon for the southern island of Jeju,
carrying 476 people, including 325 students from Danwon High School in Ansan. Despite a breaking news report
which stated that “every passenger was rescued,” the ferry sank, killing 304 people.

In the Absence goes back to the moment of the emergency call to recap how the Sewol ferry disaster took place.
The 29-minute documentary has been nominated at the 92nd Academy Awards for Best Documentary Short Subject,
opening a new chapter for Korean documentary filmmaking.
Director YI chose to record the tragedy in an effort to share others’ pain.
Editor’s Note: This interview with director YI was conducted before the Academy Awards.

In the Absence was started by a proposal from Field of Vision, a USbased company that produces and distributes documentaries.

On 29 October 2016, the first candlelight protest was held
to expel then-President PARK Geun-hye from office. Field
of Vision (FoV), a platform that produces and distributes
documentaries on various global issues, asked me to make a
documentary on the candlelight situation. As they specialize
in producing short documentaries, they told me to make a
short, cinematic documentary. Back then, the whole world
was keeping track of the situation. For months, more than
10 million protestors participated in the demonstrations and
people were surprised by the fact that the protests had been
held peacefully. FoV took notice of the imminent possibility of
President PARK’s impeachment.
FoV’s initial idea was regarding the candlelight vigil but you chose to
make a documentary on the Sewol Ferry incident. What made you
change the subject?

I discussed the subject with my producer Gary Byungseok KAM. (In an interview with FoV, KAM said that he
had planned to be on board the ship, which sank on April
16, 2014. He booked a ferry ticket to go to Jeju Island for a
documentary project but eventually he canceled the ticket
and flew to the island instead. It seems as though he was
deeply affected by the disaster as he could have been one
of its victims.) The Sewol disaster is closely linked with the
candlelight protests. I started making the documentary in
2017, the third year after the Sewol disaster. I thought the
time was ripe for finding out where and how the tragic event
had started. In the Absence isn’t a documentary that goes
deep to find the hidden truth. Investigations were going
on back then, and even now, many things are unknown. I
didn’t think I could reveal the truth. I decided to focus on the
lingering “pain”. Many victims’ families and divers are still
in pain, but some people didn’t want to talk about the disaster
anymore. People argued that the Sewol disaster shouldn’t be
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In my previous works, I focused on the pain or
conflict of a single person.
In the case of In the Absence, however,
everyone involved with the Sewol Ferry incident
has their own pain and trauma.

the process. Another issue was to balance out the different
levels of understanding of the Sewol Ferry incident and PARK
Geun-hye administration between foreign and local viewers. I
sent rough cuts to FoV in order the share ideas. This process
was absolutely necessary to reach foreign audiences.
You used to stay close and observe your subjects for a long time for
your documentaries, including Planet of Snail (2012), Wind on the
Moon (2016) and Shadow Flowers (2019). How was it to work with

used for politics. I thought that if there was broadly-rooted
pain, we should discover what caused the pain and where
it had started. I pondered upon what happened after the
disaster for about two hours. Finally, it hit me, there was an
“absence of the state”.
You used various archival materials, including footage from
helicopters and news reports, mobile phone videos from passengers,
interviews with survivors, civilian divers and victims’ families, among
others. How long did it take to make the documentary?

From the start, I consulted with the 416 Family Association
and received various materials from them. I also used footage
collected by the 416 Documenting Group which included
many documentarians. I shot my footage from February to
September 2017. The vastness of the materials required me to
secure time for selecting among those available and editing. It
took me almost one year to finish editing. There were a lot of
materials, but I also had to discuss with the FoV team during
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archival materials?

It was a bit new to me to select and arrange footage and
find something in them. Before starting this project, Gary
asked me to keep the uniqueness of YI Seung-jun. I think
my signature style was well-presented through perspectives
and distancing. Even though I used a lot of footage, I wanted
it to be seen as a kind of poetry rather than as investigative
journalism. Think of the lives of the deaf-blind people in
Planet of Snail and Wind on the Moon , or the longing of a
North Korean defector in Shadow Flowers . In my previous
works, I focused on the pain or conflict of a single person. In
the case of In the Absence , however, everyone involved with
the Sewol Ferry incident has their own pain and trauma.
Survivors, families and civilian divers suffer from their own
share of pain. I paid particular attention to make each story
unique and form an organic whole together.
In the Absence premiered at DOC NYC in November 2018 and was

later released through YouTube and other online platforms. The
film won the Grand Jury Prize at DOC NYC and was automatically
submitted for the Oscars.

FOV is an online-based documentary unit in New York. I
wasn’t very familiar with DOC NYC, compared to other
festivals such as AFI Docs (formerly Silverdocs), SXSW
and Tribeca. I was told that DOC NYC is America’s largest
documentary film festival. When I finished two-thirds of
the film, I came to know that the winner of DOC NYC
would get an opportunity to be nominated at the Academy
Awards. No cash prize, though. (laughs) I didn’t know when
I shared ideas with FoV in the process of editing. However,
FoV already had the possibility of an Oscar in mind. The
New Yorker featured a special article and published the film
on its YouTube channel. This was another campaign for
the Oscars. Currently, you can watch the documentary on
YouTube or the FoV website. When I started the project, the
416 Family Association asked me only one thing. That is to
“make the Sewol Ferry disaster known to as many people as
possible.” I feel relieved to be able to keep my promise because
the film was nominated at the Academy Awards for Best
Documentary Short Subject.
The Sewol Ferry tragedy is totally absurd and incomprehensible. How
did foreign audiences respond to it?

I met some audiences in the US and the Netherlands at DOC
NYC and IDFA. When the captain escaped from the ship,

or the president’s office kept requesting video footage for the
internal report to President PARK, I heard some murmurs
in the audience. I guess everyone could see that this behavior
was total nonsense. When the lights came on for the Q&A,
I saw many tearful eyes. Many people shared their similar
experiences. It seems universal as everyone, no matter where
they come from, has painful experiences because their nation
failed to function properly in a time of disaster or crisis.
You have made documentaries for a long time. What is your ultimate
goal as a documentarian?

When I think of the people in my documentaries, my project
gave them joy, encouragement and even self-esteem. I used
to pay attention to socially disadvantaged groups such as
people with disabilities or North Korean defectors, yet you
can witness some energy in their lives. For example, the
love in Planet of Snail and the longing in Shadow Flowers .
As a documentarian, my role is to deliver this energy to
audiences so that they can feel and share it. I want to create
some moments that make you stop and look around your
surroundings in your hectic life. While you see how other
people live, you may ask yourself what it is to be human or
to live is. Rather than working with a complete synopsis, I
prefer to start a project with some keywords and add things
that I find in the moment. In the process, I also feel and learn
many things.
by Agnes Park (Film Columnist) | photographed by BAEK Jong-heon
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FEATURE

Netflix Joins Hands with Korean Directors

So Much to See!

The allure of Netflix is proving itself too enticing
to resist for many Korean content creators. After
all, who could say no to Netflix – a streaming
platform dedicated to boldly investing in new
stories and ensuring creative freedom? Plus, Netflix
hasn’t restricted the creative agency of big-name
Hollywood directors, such as Alfonso CUARÓN,
Martin SCORSESE and Michael BAY. Both BONG
Joon Ho, who directed the Netflix original movie
Okja (2017), and KIM Eun-hee, the screenwriter of
the Netflix original series Kingdom (2019), stated
in unison during an interview with the Korean
media that “Netflix gave us a tremendous amount
of freedom.” The success of their works has opened
the door to increased collaboration between the
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streaming giant and Korean content producers and creators.

Kingdom of Possibility
Over the past three years, Netflix has invested in over 180 originals
works from Asia. In 2019, the company released seven Korean original
series, including Kingdom and Persona . Kingdom , a zombie mysterythriller set during the Joseon era (1392-1910), has played a vital role
in promoting Korean content to viewers around the world. The show
resonated with viewers as they were introduced to aspects of Korean
culture that were hitherto unknown to non-locals, such as the various
gats (traditional Korean hats) worn by actors clad in traditional
dresses. The series was also selected as one of the 10 Best International
TV Shows of 2019 by The New York Times. During the South KoreaASEAN Summit in Busan last year, Netflix CEO Reed HASTINGS
stated that Kingdom , Netflix's first original drama produced by Korean

Kingdom

Asia for his smash hits Descendants of the Sun (2016), Guardian:
The Lonely and Great God (2016-17) and Mr. Sunshine (2018) has
signed on to helm the upcoming Netflix original Sweet Home . This
horror mystery-thriller, which follows a reclusive high school student
who faces a series of bizarre events, will likely require a fair amount
of special effects. Netflix has high hopes for both of these upcoming
works.
The original series The School Nurse Files , directed by LEE Kyoungmi (The Truth Beneath , 2016), is an intriguing story that stars JUNG
Yu-mi (TRAIN TO BUSAN , 2016; KIM JI-YOUNG, BORN 1982 ,
2019). The show, which recently wrapped filming, is a comic fantasy
that follows Ahn Eun-young, a nurse who moonlights as an exorcist.
KIM Sung-ho, who is renowned for his work on How to Steal a Dog
(2014) has also joined Netflix to direct Move to Heaven . With the lead
actors already signed on, cameras will begin rolling in March. Move
to Heaven tells the story of two men running a post-trauma cleaning
business together. While disposing of the belongings of victims of
murder, suicide and other causes of death, the two uncover various
stories of the deceased. The new show Round Six is about a group of
contestants taken to an undisclosed location to compete in a battle
royale for a prize of USD 10 million. The series will be directed by
HWANG Dong-hyuk, whose filmography includes The Fortress (2017)
and Miss Granny (2014). Netflix has also announced that it will
produce the sci-fi space thriller The Silent Sea , with the actor JUNG
Woo-sung on board as an executive producer. A spokesperson for the
streaming platform noted that there are still a number of productions
in the works that have yet to be unveiled.

Where Supply Meets Demand

creators and starring Korean actors, is a prime
example of content made in Korea that appeals to
audiences not only in Asia but across Europe and
North America.
Netflix has more than ten Korean originals set to
premiere in 2020. First, Director PARK In-jae (The
Mayor , 2017) has taken over the reins of Kingdom
from Director KIM Seong-hun (Tunnel , 2016), and
the second season of this hit Korean historical
fantasy series will be coming out in March. The
series will continue to build on the foundation of
season one but will delve deeper into the unique
characteristics of Joseon era zombies and will reveal
the secrets behind the mysterious “resurrection
plant”. Producer LEE Eung-bok, adored throughout

Because Netflix’s creative demands can be met by Korean producers,
the company is making a big push for more Korean content. Working
with Netflix guarantees a large budget and creative autonomy – an
opportunity too good to pass up for most. During an interview with
the Korean film webzine Movist in 2017, the director of Parasite (2019)
BONG Joon Ho recalled that he felt confident that he could have added
a scene with characters using intestines as a jump rope and Netflix
would’ve given him the green light. Not only did Netflix agree to an
R-rating, Director BONG was also granted full rights to the final cut.
This display of trust was important to BONG, who had previously
clashed with Harvey WEINSTEIN (back when WEINSTEIN was still
sitting in his Hollywood throne) over the structure and running time of
his sci-fi film Snowpierce r (2013).
KIM Eun-hee, the screenwriter of Kingdom , also mentioned in an
interview with Movist that “Netflix didn’t even tell me whether they
thought the series was entertaining or not. They simply said that it
would be viewed by subscribers from various cultural backgrounds,
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but that this shouldn’t influence my writing.”
KIM, who had previously primarily worked on
Korean TV dramas (which are more strictly
censored than films), said the opportunity to
write gory scenes with zombies in them was “a
dream come true.” The budget for Okja was set
at approximately USD 50 million and the per
episode cost for Kingdom was around USD 2
million. This isn’t a huge amount by Hollywood
standards, but it’s a very healthy budget when
compared to works produced in Korea. As long
as Netflix is willing to foot the production bill,
and guarantee producers and directors’ creative
autonomy while keeping studio intervention
to a minimum, Korean creative talents will
continue to flock to Netflix.
The motives behind Netflix’s move into
the Korean market are clear. As a Netflix
spokesperson said, “Korea is good at creating
content that is loved around the world.” With
established Hollywood rivals like Disney+ (Disney),
HBO Max (WarnerMedia), Peacock (NBCUniversal),
and Apple TV+ (Apple) entering the OTT market
and hoarding their IPs for their own direct-tocustomer offerings, Netflix will be losing the rights
to many of their popular shows, which include
titles from Disney and Marvel Studios, as well as
the sitcoms Friends and The Office . During CES
2020, Quibi also threw its name into the ring as it
plans to produce short ten-minute shows aimed at
attracting millennials. In order to keep subscribers
hooked and the competition at bay, it’s vital that
Netflix continues to produce a large body of fresh,
high-quality movies and shows. With Hallyu
(Korean wave) on the rise, the needs and wants of
Korean creators fit perfectly with those of Netflix.
Netflix recently announced new multi-year
partnerships with Korea’s leading entertainment
companies and production studios. It will be
investing in a number of productions by CJ ENM
and Studio Dragon and streaming them overseas
as Netflix Originals. CJ ENM is a mass media
behemoth that owns theaters and operates film
investment and distribution companies, cable
channels and television production companies.
Studio Dragon is a production company within

LEE Je-hoon (left) and TANG Jun-sang, cast for Move to Heaven

CJ ENM that specializes in producing big budget K-dramas such
as Memories of the Alhambra (2018-2019) and Arthdal Chronicles
(2019). Netflix has also signed a similar pact with JTBC Content Hub,
which is a part of the South Korean nationwide cable TV network
JTBC. By signing individual contracts with creators and middle to
long-term deals with corporations that boast their own production
and distribution networks, Netflix is ensuring that they will have
continuous access to original Korean content.

The Netflix Effect vs the Monopolization of Opportunity
Overall, the Korean content industry is optimistic about the changes
the “Netflix effect” will spark. Director KIM Sung-ho, who is currently
working on the Netflix original series Move to Heaven , stated, “It’s
an amazing and enjoyable work environment, free from the burdens
of stringent budget constraints, sponsorships and product placement.
Netflix doesn’t force its creators to conform to regulations concerning
the organization of staff or project management. Without this kind of
grunt work, creators can pour themselves into making great films such
as The Two Popes (2019) and Marriage Story (2019).”
An executive of a large Korean distribution company commented that

Director LEE Kyung-mi (From left), Director HWANG Dong-hyuk,
and Actor JUNG Woo-sung who collaborated with Netflix.

“Netflix is clearly a threat to Korean companies that
import and distribute arthouse films. But on the
flip side, we will hopefully see the number of foreign
moviegoers with an appetite for Korean arthouse
films grow as Netflix has strategically invested in
smart Korean directors and allowed them to work on
exciting new material.”
Some worry that Netflix will be met with minimal
resistance as it expands into the Korean market.
The film critic KANG Yu-jeong claims, “The Korean
film industry has been reliant on star power rather
than its capacity for imagination or storytelling
prowess. The success of the Netflix original
Kingdom will hopefully breathe new life into the
industry. From here onward, Korean creators will
have to evolve as they compete for the attention
of Netflix binge watchers. Hopefully, they will be
rewarded with a wealth of exciting new original
series and films every week.”
Nonetheless, there are also those that have voiced

their concern over the fact that Netflix will likely only be a boon for
large corporations and experienced creators. KANG comments that
“during the golden age of Korean cinema, Hollywood investors tried to
make inroads into the Korean market but left empty-handed because
the industry was healthy with a pool of talented creators working in
a variety of production companies located in the Chungmuro district
of Seoul. Netflix, on the other hand, can simply sign contracts with a
handful of Korean companies that have since established a monopoly
over the industry. The fact that these companies possess the rights to
most of Korea’s talent means that Netflix can easily make its way into
the market. Once Disney+ arrives, this phenomenon will become even
more pronounced.
According to studies conducted by firms in Wall Street, Netflix invested
USD 15 billion in original content in 2019. That number is expected to
grow to USD 20 billion in 2020. Netflix will use this money to make
new movies and dramas for its 160 million subscribers worldwide. What
creator or media company could ignore such an opportunity? Though
some may have their doubts, the partnership between the Korean
content industry and Netflix can be expected to evolve and grow.
by Park Kkot (MOVIEST Reporter) | photographed by CINE21
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4 Expected Korean Films in 2020

Charged with
Profound
Imagination
As it celebrated its centennial anniversary, 2019 was an abundant year for Korean cinema.
From Extreme Job and Parasite , the Korean market counted five 10 million viewer hits in 2019.
The commercial success and critical recognition of Parasite and the achievement of House of Hummingbird
represented significant outcomes for Korean cinema both in terms of quality and quantity. Korean cinema
will be charged with exciting ideas and energy in 2020. Embarking on its 101st year, Korean cinema will take
a bold step through even more varied genres and subject matters by utilising Korea’s state-of-the-art VFX
technology. As South Korea holds a general election in April 2020, the fast-changing inter-Korean relations
will be reflected in films with more profound cinematic imagination. Four upcoming movies — Mogadishu ,

Space Shuttle Victory , Peninsula , and Steel Rain: Summit - are set to enrich Korean cinema.
by KIM Hye-seon (Film Journalist)
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MOGADISHU

DIRECTOR RYOO Seung-wan
CAST KIM Yun-seok, ZO In-sung

Into the Storm of
the Somali Civil War
Wouldn’t it be fascinating to imagine South and
North Koreans running for their lives across
a desert torn apart by a civil war, with bullets
flying above their heads? Although that sounds
like something out of a novel, the story of men
and women from the two Koreas joining hands to
survive a life-or-death crisis in a third country, on
the African continent, is real. On December 30,
1990, a civil war suddenly broke out in the Somali
capital of Mogadishu with a single cannon fired by
rebels. As the country turned into a hell on earth,
the South Korean Ambassador to Somalia KANG
Shin-seong and the North Korean Ambassador
to Somalia KIM Yong-soo, as well as their staff,
cooperated for 12 days and eventually surmounted
the crisis.
Director RYOO Seung-wan’s 11th feature film
Mogadishu (produced by Filmmaker R & K and
Dexter Pictures; distributed by Lotte Cultureworks
Works) is the screen adaptation of the novel Escape ,
which deals with one of the most dramatic moments
in the history of Korean diplomacy. In the 1990s,
in the Mogadishu, North and South Korea are
engaged in a diplomatic skirmish over Africa.
When a violent civil war breaks out due to a mass
protest by Somali rebels, diplomats from the two
Korean embassies, cut off from the outside world,
launch a risky operation to escape to safety. RYOO
was initially drawn to this stranger-than-fiction
incident and decided to write the script himself
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for a simple reason: “I was fascinated by the story of people caught
up in a dramatic situation. While writing the script based on the
original novel, I focused on the way South and North Koreans escaped
together.” As for the question of whether he’s consulted any references,
his answer is firm: “There are no references. The project is based on
the media reports of the true story and recollections of the 1990s. With
my creative team, we are going all out to pull off this project in the
mysterious continent of Africa.”

The Two Koreas in the 1990s
According to RYOO, the key to understanding the film’s narrative
lies in the intense diplomatic impasse between North and South Korea
over their campaigns to join the United Nations in 1990. Back then,
several African nations had considerable voting influence, and North
Korea had already established diplomatic relations several decades
before South Korea. That context serves as a guide to understanding
the narrative and pushes the drama forward.
Among the Korean diplomats from both sides stranded in Mogadishu,
the story focuses on two central characters—South Korean
Ambassador to Somalia HAN Shin-seong (KIM Yun-seok) and
Councilor KANG Dae-jin (ZO In-sung). HAN Shin-seong is an adroit
diplomat who looks forward to getting promoted in the event of South
Korea’s successful entry into the UN. Even in the midst of the civil
war, he remains cool-headed and shows excellent leadership. KANG
Dae-jin engages in a diplomatic war in partnership with HAN Shinseong, making the most of his excellent planning skills and always
speaking his mind; his unique abilities and wits particularly shine in
urgent situations. It is worth noting that this is the first collaboration
between the two leading actors and also their first appearance in a
film from RYOO. “We are only halfway through the shooting, so I can’t

say much about the cast, but both KIM Yun-seok
and ZO In-sung are fantastic actors. They’re every
bit as good as I expected,” the director said. The onscreen chemistry between these two new faces in
RYOO’s film has been the focus of much attention.

Location Shooting in Morocco
“This is the ambiance on the custom-built set of
the Babel Tower, so each on their own! (laughs)”,
said one member of the production team. At the
moment, RYOO Seung-wan’s hands are so full
that he can hardly find time to talk on the phone.
Mogadishu is shot entirely in Essaouira, Morocco
— an important trade port and a well-known city
of arts. Only one other Korean film — Inch’Alla
(1997) — was ever shot in Africa, 23 years ago, and
this is the first Korean film to be shot entirely in
Morocco. The decision to recreate Somalia from 30
years ago, in Morocco is mainly due to practical
reasons. According to the production team, Somalia
cannot be accessed since it is a dangerous place,
while Morocco has been the filming site for many
films set in Africa such as Black Hawk Down (2001),
and therefore boasts a large number of experienced

local staff members, not to mention an efficient tax refund system.
In addition, many look forward to seeing the Moroccan landscapes
beautifully captured on screen in the hands of cinematographer
CHOI Yeong-hwan (The Berlin File , 2012; Veteran , 2015) and lighting
director LEE Jae-hyuk (Black Panther 2017; Okja , 2017).
The staff members are from Korea, Morocco, Spain and Italy, while
cast members hail from Korea, Kenya, Italy, UK and Senegal. A total
of six language — Korean, Arabic, English, French, Spanish and
Italian — are spoken on site. “We’re working in multiple languages,
which can be mind-boggling,” said RYOO Seung-wan. Nevertheless,
the experience of shooting The Berlin File in Germany and Latvia
must have come in handy. “Compared to The Berlin File , it’s been a
smoother ride. The large number of languages being spoken means
that communication is not always easy but we’re getting by through the
universal language of cinema. My only regret is that I can’t eat pork
here because Morocco is a Muslim country (laughs),” RYOO added.
Except for the overall narrative frame, there are not many clues as
to what the central conflict is about or where in RYOO’s filmography
this film may find itself. This is because, in the director’s own words,
“the film keeps evolving as the shooting continues, and therefore it is
difficult to draw any conclusions about it at this point.” That's why we
are curious to see how Mogadishu turns out when it gets released this
summer.
by KIM Seong-hoon (Cine 21 Reporter) | photographed by CHOI Sung-youl

Director RYOO Seung-wan
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SPACE SHUT TLE VICTORY
WORKING TITLE

DIRECTOR JO Sung-hee
CAST SONG Joong-ki, KIM Tae-ri,
JIN Seon-kyu, YOO Hae-jin

The First Step into Space
Up until now, the genre of science fiction has remained largely
uncharted territory in Korea cinema. Traditionally, the strengths of
Korean films have been found in reality-based dramas and thrillers.
Take the work of BONG Joon Ho, for example: with the exception of
Snowpiercer , most of his films are set in a familiar world. Korean
viewers fundamentally prefer happy endings taking place in realworld settings to imaginary and unfamiliar worlds. Aside from the
popularity of Hollywood fantasy blockbusters or Marvel superheroes in
Korea, this tendency becomes particularly evident in Korean viewers’
approach when it comes to homegrown titles.
Indeed, Korean cinema has had quite the evolution in terms of genre
over the past few years. YEON Sang-ho’s TRAIN TO BUSAN is a
prime example of the recent diversification of genres in Korean cinema.
The film’s key achievement lies in the fact that a blockbuster featuring
zombies became a box office hit in Korea. It is no exaggeration
to say that the film’s success has had an impact on Netflix’s first
original Korean series Kingdom , which is a historical zombie story.
Nonetheless, science fiction still poses a daring challenge for Korean
filmmakers.
Finally, in 2020, Director JO Sung-hee is venturing into this new
realm. JO’s Space Shuttle Victory (working title) is Korea’s first sci-fi
film set in space.

A Sci-fi Dream 10 Years in the Making
A graduate of the Korean Academy of Film Arts (KAFA), JO Sung-hee
first drew attention with End of Animal (2010), an apocalyptic story
set in a stateless time and space. Next, he burst onto the commercial
scene with A Werewolf Boy (2012), starring SONG Joong-ki. It was
only after producing The Phantom Detective (2016) with LEE Je-hoon
in the lead role that JO began working on the sci-fi film Space Shuttle
Victory. As evident in the melodrama depicting the unwavering love
of a werewolf boy (A Werewolf Boy ) or the quintessentially Korean
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detective story featuring a modern iteration of the
classic folk hero HONG Gildong (The Phantom
Detective ), JO Sung-hee frequently places
mysterious characters in unique times and spaces.
In other words, he has constantly contributed to the
diversification of genres within Korean mainstream
films. It seemed inevitable that he would eventually
tackle the sci-fi genre.
JO Sung-hee first came up with the story of Space
Shuttle Victory right after filming End of Animal .
JO always believed that one day he would make this
movie, and the project is finally set to see the light
of day after a decade in development. During these
ten years, Korea’s CGI technology has improved
by leaps and bounds, which, in turn, has made it
possible to transfer the director’s imagination onto
the screen. “Korean cinema has come a long way,
and we now have one of the most important markets
in the world”, JO said. “But still, sci-fi films are
largely unheard of in Korea. All the more reason
for me to make this film. Having said that, I don’t
consider Space Shuttle Victory as a big adventure or
challenge. For viewers nowadays, flying spaceships
on screen are nothing special. Personally, I think it’s
about time we made a space film in Korea too”.

A Space Adventure for All Ages
Space Shuttle Victory is a sci-fi blockbuster with
a production budget of 20 billion KRW (USD 17
million). The story features Space Shuttle Victory
and its crew on board. SONG Joong-ki plays a
pilot named Tae-ho who does everything he can to

Director JO Sung-hee

make money but still remains poor. KIM Tae-ri portrays the captain of
Space Shuttle Victory whose fierce spirit is undaunted by the infinite
universe. Other key characters include housekeeper Tiger Park (JIN
Seon-kyu) and a robot (voice acting by YOO Hae-jin). Rounding up the
stellar cast is the British actor Richard ARMITAGE, famous for his
portrayal of King Thorin in The Hobbit . Nothing has been revealed
about the specific roles of Space Shuttle Victory and its crew.
After the success of A Werewolf Boy, this is the second collaboration
between actor SONG Joong-ki and director JO Sung-hee. In the early
days of his career, SONG became famous for his sweet boyish charm.
Following A Werewolf Boy, he shot to stardom with his extraordinary
acting skills. He established himself as a major Hallyu star across Asia
with his role in the TV series Descendants of the Sun . As an actor, he
continues to rise to new challenges, making a comeback with Space
Shuttle Victory three years after RYOO Seung-wan’s The Battleship
Island .
Cast in the role of the captain of Space Shuttle Victory is KIM Taeri, who made her remarkable screen debut in PARK Chan-wook’s The
Handmaiden (2016). As one of the brightest new faces to have emerged
in Korea over the last five years, KIM has encountered one success after
another, starring in JANG Joon-hwan’s 1987: When the Day Comes
(2017), YIM Soon-rye’s Little Forest (2018) and playing opposite LEE
Byung-hun in the TV series Mister Sunshine . Given this impressive
filmography for such a young actress, KIM Tae-ri is definitely a new

SONG Joong-ki and KIM Tae-ri

talent to keep an eye on. Also on board are JIN
Seon-kyu, whose credits include such box office hits
as The Outlaws (2017) and Extreme Job (2019), and
YOO Hae-jin performing in Korea’s first attempt
at motion capture robotics. Judging from the list
of characters and cast, it becomes clear that Space
Shuttle Victory is not going to be a dark and serious
film. “It is not a hardcore sci-fi work but a feel-good
family film that can be enjoyed by people of all ages
including children,” the director explained.
Investment and distribution company Merry
Christmas plans to develop the film into an
intellectual property (IP) that could be expanded in
connection with webtoons and games. As the first
step, a webtoon version of Space Shuttle Victory
by Hongjacga (Dorothy Band and A Cat’s Funeral )
will be released in February and March prior to the
film’s release. The webtoon can be seen as a prequel
to the film, with the two versions being naturally
interconnected. Not only is it Korea’s first sci-fi
film set in the space, but Space Shuttle Victory also
seeks to engage with diverse other forms of media
— no doubt a film to watch out for in 2020.
by LEE Juhuyn (Cine21 Reporter) ) | photographed by CINE21
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PENINSULA

A SEQUEL TO TRAIN TO BUSAN

DIRECTOR YEON Sang-ho
CAST GANG Dong-won, LEE Jung-hyun, KWON Hae-hyo

Life in the Apocalyptic Ruins
A sequel to TRAIN TO BUSAN . These words alone are reason enough
to generate excitement. After it premiered in the Midnight Screenings
section of the 2016 Cannes Film Festival, TRAIN TO BUSAN left
a mark on that year’s summer box office by rallying 11.56 million
viewers in South Korea. It became the 14th domestic film to draw over
10 million viewers, and reached tenth place on Korea’s all time box
office charts. Even more noteworthy was that the film’s success allowed
the zombie film, which had previously only been enjoyed by fanatics
outside of the mainstream, to be acknowledged as blockbuster material.

Four Years After TRAIN TO BUSAN
Scheduled to be released in the summer of 2020, Peninsula tells the
story of what happened four years after TRAIN TO BUSAN . As an
unidentified virus swept the country, the KTX train of the first film
dashed from Seoul to Busan. As the vast majority of Korea faces the
threat of being turned into zombies, the survivors within, father and
daughter Seok-woo (GONG Yoo) and Su-an (KIM Su-an) and married
couple Sang-hwa (Don LEE) and Seong-kyeong (JUNG Yu-mi), confront
a zombie attack. The film depicted their struggle to survive through
explosive action, critical views on humanity, and sweeping direction.
Enter Peninsula . Korea is completely devastated. Jung-seok (GANG
Dong-won), who narrowly escaped Korea four year ago, on the first
day of the unprecedented calamity, returns after receiving a mission
he cannot turn down. In this barren land, a few survivors persevere,
maintaining their existence by avoiding the gaze of the zombies that
swallowed it whole four years earlier. Who are they? Min-jung (LEE
Jung-hyun) is a mother who is determined to protect her daughter
Yoo-jin (LEE Ye-won). Juni (Re LEE) is a girl who survived
alone. And Mr. Kim (KWON Hae-hyo) keeps sending out an
S.O.S. with his radio. Jung-seok and his team encounter a
sudden attack and confront the survivors. The film depicts how
they shake off zombies and flee from the Korean peninsula. It is as
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yet unknown whether the survivors of the previous
film appear in the sequel.
“I heard that some viewers had wondered what
had become of Korea after the zombie apocalypse.
I imagined people living in a world where human
reasoning had collapsed owing to the zombie
outbreak. I was certain it could make for an
interesting story,” said director YEON Sang-ho. He
adapted the screenplay of the first film, but this
time, he wrote the screenplay. What does the land
of zombies look like in the film? YEON explains, “I
wanted to depict a landscape that no one had ever
seen. Familiar features and objects like abandoned
buses and taxis, or urban landmarks may tell you
that this is Korea. However, the ruins may seem
bizarre. To realize this image, I spent extra time
and effort on developing ideas and design concepts.”
He adds, “My team scanned real cityscapes and
applied our design concepts to render desolate
cities attacked by zombies. The CGI work for the
landscapes took ten months before I even started

shooting. It’s like I began VFX first before shooting.” Unlike the
dystopian landscapes depicted in Hollywood disaster films, Peninsula
will show a Korean-style dystopia. This is one of the visual points the
sequel boasts.

Zombies Have Changed
After four years, zombies look different. In the first film, they were
agile and ruthless because they had only just become zombies. However,
the zombies in the sequel move much more slowly. Meanwhile, human
survivors have become accustomed to zombies. The people in TRAIN
TO BUSAN discovered that zombies had poor eyesight in the dark, and
escaped the crisis by exploiting their weakness.
The survivors in Peninsula know how to use the characteristics of
zombies against them. “Survivors lure them with light and sound to
attack them. There are many creative ideas,” explained director YEON.
The previous film presented the sweeping threat of zombies pouring
out of spaces like narrow compartments, windows, station platforms
and railroads while the sequel showcases different kinds of thrills and
dramatic pleasures.
When your life hangs by a thread, how can you show humanity? The
question continues in the sequel. “I hope that the ruined world makes
us think about what makes us human,” said the director. The two main

characters are significant to render the film into
a search for humanity. Through Jung-seok, who
guides the audience on his return to this ruined land
through the complex emotions he feels as he comes
face to face with the abandoned survivors, and Minjung, who represents the resilience of motherly love,
this film becomes a search for humanity.
In case of the Along With the Gods series directed
and produced by KIM Yong-hwa, the project
was originally planned in two parts. The first
instalment, Along With the Gods: The Two Worlds
(2017) brought in 14.41 million viewers in Korea,
and the second film, Along With the Gods: The Last
49 Days (2018) drew 12.27 million domestic viewers.
Peninsula is the first case where a sequel was made
after its predecessor reached the ten million viewers
mark. The total budget is KRW 20 billion (approx.
USD 17 million) and the film had 62 shooting days
from late June to October last year. It is currently
in post-production. Let’s see if Peninsula can make
history once again for Korean zombie films.
by Rhana JANG (Film Journalist) | photographed by CHOI Sung-youl

Director YEON Sang-ho
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STEEL RAIN: SUMMIT

DIRECTOR YANG Woo-suk
CAST JUNG Woo-sung, KWAK Do-won,
YOO Yeon-seok

Intense Talks in a Submarine
In North Korea, a summit is held between the two Koreas
and the United States. During the summit, North Korea’s
hardliners, led by PARK Ki-cheol (KWAK Do-won), Director
of the Guard Command, stage a coup, kidnap the leaders of
the three countries and hold them hostage inside a nuclear
submarine. South Korean president HAN Gyeong-jae (JUNG
Woo-sung), North Korean leader JO Seon-sa (YOO Yeonseok), and US president Smoot (Angus MACFADYEN)
are confined to the submarine. What will happen in this
explosive situation?
The film was initially presented as “Steel Rain 2.” Steel
Rain was released in late 2017 and drew 4.45 million viewers
in Korea. It was written and directed by YANG Woo-suk
and starred JUNG Woo-sung and KWAK Do-won. The
three reunited for another political action thriller, Steel
Rain: Summit , which isn’t your usual sequel with a story
continuing from where the previous film left off, Director
YANG calls it a “complementary sequel.” He says, “If Steel
Rain is a curveball, Steel Rain: Summit is more like a
fastball. Inter-Korean issues and North Korea’s nuclear
issue cannot be solved just by two parties —South and North
Korea. Those issues weren’t caused by the two Koreas, but
by the interests and power dynamics between superpowers
during the Cold War, in the 20th century. With Steel Rain ,
I raised the question, “How can we, South and North Korea,
take the lead in solving inter-Korean issues?” The film
is built on the premise that a North Korean leader, who
is injured in a coup, comes to South Korea, and the South
Korean government comes to learn. In the end, under pressure
from the US, China, and Japan, the two Koreas move toward
a denuclearized peace regime. The ending is a bit like
fantasy.” He goes on to say, “In Steel Rain: Summit , however,
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I wanted to depict inter-Korean issues on a more realistic level.” The
film is divided into two parts. The former is a thriller that explains
the situation on the peninsula up to the point of a tripartite summit.
The latter focuses on submarine warfare and the endless discussions
between the three leaders in North Korea’s nuclear submarine. Actually,
the submarine scenes make up most of the film’s runtime.

The Creation of the ‘Steel Rain Universe’
Just like Steel Rain before it, Steel Rain: Summit was developed into
a film and a webtoon. The film was shot over two months, starting in
August 2019, and is now in the post-production stage. The first volume
of the webtoon, “Steel Rain: Summit 3”, appeared on Daum Webtoon
in September 2019 (http://webtoon.daum.net/webtoon/view/steelrain3).
Before he made his directorial debut with The Attorney (2013), which
drew in 11.37 million viewers in Korea, YANG worked as a webtoon
artist. He started publishing the webtoon series “Steel Rain” in 2011.
The political thriller depicts the aftermath of the sudden death of
North Korean leader KIM Jong-il. His demise leads to a coup and
raises the risks of a war on the Korean peninsula which could snowball
into a global conflict. The webtoon made headlines because the North
Korean leader actually died while the webtoon series was still running.
Steel Rain and Steel Rain: Summit are based on his webtoons, “Steel
Rain 2” and “Steel Rain: Summit 3”, respectively. Director YANG says,
“As Marvel superhero movies benefitted from a strong fan base gained
with the original comics, original webtoons can be a good marketing
tool for film promotion.”
It is obvious that the inter-Korean issue is YANG's favorite topic. Even
though each story is independent, his webtoon series are set in the
“Steel Rain Universe.” His two films also belong to the same universe.
Other political movies on the Korean peninsula, including The Spy
Gone North (2018) and ASHFALL (2019), focus more on personal
conflicts and friendship amid the political tensions. YANG’s films, in
comparison, directly confront the inter-Korean situation. On the “Steel
Rain universe”, he explains, “Two things are distinct. First, every issue
on the Korean peninsula is critically viewed without any over- or underestimation of North Korea. Secondly, every Steel Rain story features a
coup against the North Korean regime. Many people insist that North
Korea’s political system doesn’t allow for a peaceful regime change, and
this represents the biggest risk factor in inter-Korean relations.”

Switching Positions
As a complementary sequel, Steel Rain: Summit shows an interesting
approach. JUNG Woo-sung and KWAK Do-won, the two leads in Steel
Rain , respectively played UHM Cheol-woo, a North Korean agent, and
KWAK Cheol-woo, a South Korean chief of foreign security affairs,
in the first movie. In the upcoming film, the two haveTake
switched
their
Point

Director YANG Woo-suk

sides; JUNG now plays a South Korean president,
whereas KWAK interprets a North Korean director.
“It’s not just the two main actors, the South and
North Korean politicians seen in Steel Rain
changed their sides too. Meanwhile, figures from the
US, China, and Japan remain the same. I wondered,
what if South and North Korea put themselves in
each other’s shoes,” says the director. The image of
the young and sleek YOO Yeon-seok is distant from
the typical image we have of North Korean leaders.
YOO plays a young North Korean leader who is
determined to reach a peace agreement without
discarding nuclear weapons.
With a net production cost reaching KRW 12 billion
(approx. USD 10.2 million), the film will be released
in Korea on April 29, 2020. Around that time, there
will be only a few issues (10%) left to be published
in the “Steel Rain: Summit 3” webtoon series. As
international politics keep changing on the Korean
peninsula, the year 2020 will see important political
events such as South Korea’s 21st legislative election
on April 15 and the US presidential election on
November 3. Hopefully, Steel Rain: Summit will
present some solutions.
by Rhana JANG (Film Journalist) | photographed by Oh kye Ohk
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LOCATION

Locations in START-UP, I Am Home and Moonlit Winter

Visible Once You Leave Them
In life, some things only become visible once you leave them. When you travel to a foreign land to reunite with
your first love, run away from home without a plan, or return to your childhood home, you may fall in love
again, foster new dreams, or gain a chance to mend a broken relationship. These newfound opportunities are
represented by the locations featured in START-UP, I Am Home and Moonlit Winter.
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I Am Home

START-UP

Moving Towards New Opportunities in START-UP
High school dropouts Taek-il (PARK Jung-min) and Sangpil (JUNG Hae-in) have no dreams to follow. Rather, they
struggle to make ends meet on their own. Taek-il has run
away from home after quarrelling with his mother Junghye (YUM Jung-ah), while Sang-pil lives alone with his
grandmother who suffers from Alzheimer’s disease. The two
best friends set off on separate paths at the Express Bus
Terminal when Taek-il decides to go to Gunsan on the spur of
the moment.
Based on the webtoon of the same title, START-UP takes
a close look at the trials and tribulations faced by two
aimless youths. In the original story, Taek-il goes to Wonju
in Gangwon Province after running away from home,
but director CHOI Jeong-yeol changed the protagonist’s
destination to Gunsan. This is because “Taek-il needs a
new place that allows him to put some physical as well as
psychological distance between him and his old life.” Since
Wonju is just over an hour’s drive away from Seoul, it may
not be the most adequate location for Taek-il to start over.
Moreover, the cityscape of Wonju is not vastly different
from that of Seoul. On the other hand, “the peaceful seaside
town of Gunsan, full of old buildings, has a warm and cozy
atmosphere” and is sufficiently far from Seoul. In Gunsan,
Taek-il gets a job as a delivery boy for a small Chinese
restaurant, and he receives warm kindness from others

every day. This benign place draws a sharp contrast with the
wearisome life of Sang-pil, who gets exposed to violence after
joining a ring of usurious private lenders.
The film’s locations are scattered around the towns of
Gunsan, Wonju and Cheong-ju, as well as Gyeonggi Province.
Filmed in Gunsan, the Chinese restaurant is an old local
establishment and it was important to feel its “patina”.
However, the focus was on creating a familiar and relaxed
atmosphere rather than simply portraying an old and wornout place. For Taek-il, the restaurant is not a temporary
hideout but the base of his second family. Efforts have been
made to bring out a sense of everyday life, especially given
that the employees share the living quarters upstairs.
Unlike the brightly colored hair of Taek-il and Gyeong-ju
(CHOI Sung-eun), most spaces in the film feature warm and
laidback colors such as brown and green. It is as if the shabby
yet friendly place was embracing and protecting the youths
passing through such chaotic times.

Walking Down Memory Lane in I Am Home
When the contract to her house expires but she fails to find
another place, Eun-seo (LEE Yoo-young) has no choice but
to live with her father, Jin-cheol (KANG Sin-il), for a while.
Jin-cheol still lives in Incheon — in the same house Eunseo grew up in — but the other family members have all left
for one reason or another. After Eun-seo moves back into
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In I Am Home , the
space serves as a third
character. Jin-cheol’s
windowless house is
portrayed as an isolated
entity in itself.

I Am Home

her childhood home, her life with Jin-cheol entails conflict,
compassion and understanding. Director PARK Je-bum
set the story in Incheon because “the city shows Eun-seo’s
emotional detachment. For Eun-seo, who works in Seoul,
Incheon is sufficiently close that she can go there if she so
decides, but that’s enough to make her feel like it’s far away.”
In addition, “Incheon is a city that feels derelict despite its
glorious past, and therefore shares an emotional connection
with Jin-cheol.” Although he lives by the sea, close to the
largest international airport in the country, he never steps
out of his usual circle.
In I Am Home , the space serves as a third character. Jincheol’s windowless house is portrayed as an isolated entity
in itself. The house comes into view once the rusty iron
gates are pushed open; it is a grotesque place with very little
sunlight, where “time seems to stand still.” The filming took
place not in Incheon but in the redevelopment area of Imundong in Seoul. Of all the empty houses there, the one chosen
for the film has very few windows. Since it is the home of a
man steeped in memories of the past, the props carry signs of
wear and tear as well as a sense of everyday life.
In contrast to Jin-cheol’s old and isolated house, Jeju is a
warm and peaceful place. The island is home to his ex-wife
(i.e. Eun-seo’s mother). “Jeju was the top holiday destination
for my parents’ generation”, the director explains. “It is
probably the furthest place that Jin-cheol can think of when
he decides to travel. Because Jeju is a place of recovery that
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makes new dreams possible, I wanted to fill it with ‘light’”.
Filmed in a guesthouse located in Namwon-eup, Seogwipo,
the house in Jeju has no gate but offers spectacular views of
the blue sea through windows on all sides.’
The film creates connections from one space to the next —
from the houses in Incheon and Jeju to the morgue freezer
and the wooden coffin. Director PARK Je-bum, who studied
architecture before, claims, “Filmmaking and architecture
are very similar in that you explore human nature and
construct a new world.” Therefore, I Am Home can be said to
be the story of a father and a daughter who break out of their
respective spaces and build a new relationship.

A Journey to Find First Love in Moonlit Winter
A woman named Yoon-hee (KIM Hee-ae) lives alone with
her teenage daughter Sae-bom (KIM So-hye). One day, she
receives a letter from Jun (NAKAMURA Yuko), her first
love from her teenage years. What follows is a journey
towards their reunion. Director LIM Dae-hyung first came
up with the story while travelling in Otaru, a quiet city in
Japan’s northernmost prefecture Hokkaido. “One day, an old
lady asked me ‘When will it stop snowing?’, and that’s what
gave me the first inspiration for the film,” he explains. This
‘traveler’s perspective’ overlaps with what we see through
the eyes of Yoon-hee and Sae-bom in Otaru. However, it is
also the place where Jun and Aunt Masako live. “Therefore,
it was important to portray Otaru as a real living place

Moonlit Winter

rather than just through the eyes of the travelers,” according
to producer KOH Kyeongran, who managed the locations
in Otaru, “Taking into consideration Jun’s age and her
income as a vet, we searched in the real estate market to
find the right place for her and Masako.” Similarly, Yoonhee and Sae-bom’s accommodation was found through KOH’s
location scouting. Masako’s café is where the producer ended
up taking refuge when something went wrong with the
guesthouse she was stayed at during her trip. While Yoonhee lives in Yesan in South Chungcheong Province, Korea
— a bleak city represented by apartment blocks — the snow-

covered city of Otaru was intended to be depicted as ‘a place
filled with refreshing and warm sentiments.’ The charming
ambience of the small café run by a young married couple fits
right into this. In the same vein, Jun and Masako’s wooden
house comes alive in amber lights. Although Yoon-hee and
Jun have lived apart for a long time, they remain warm
and whole beings for each other. This idea is successfully
embodied in the scenery of Otaru through different spaces.
Throughout the film, Yoon-hee and Sae-bom are often seen
climbing a hill. Although it’s not precisely portrayed, the
idea that Yoon-hee must have been able to afford a view of
the blue sea puts our minds at ease for some reason. For a
middle-aged woman who has long concealed a love shunned
by the world, nothing would offer greater consolation than a
vast blue sea before her eyes.
by Agnes Park (Film columnist)
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ACTOR/ACTRESS

Off the Beaten Path

K IM Hee-ae
Since her film debut The First Day of The Twentieth Year
in 1983, actress KIM Hee-ae has enjoyed a career spanning
38 years. She has portrayed characters each with their own
vibrant desires and personal stories. In her films, she has
represented the lives of her contemporaries while offering a
new take on middle-aged women. After she rose to stardom
with the TV series What Do Women Want?, she remained
the queen of series for decades. While she has preserved her
refined elegance intact over the years, she has sometimes
taken viewers by surprise by doing 180-degree turns. In TV
series such as Sons and Daughters , Wife and Precious Family,
she played the roles of mothers who are resilient in the face
of patriarchal oppression. Meanwhile, she turned into a
provocative lover in The Stormy Season , My Husband’s Woman
and Secret Affair (2014).
Given her long career, her filmography may seem rather short.
After a long absence following The 101st Proposition (1993),
she returned to the big screen with Threads of Lies (2014),
playing Hyun-suk, a mother who remains strong even after
her youngest daughter takes her own life. In Herstory (2018),
she plays the role of Jung-suk, who stands in solidarity with
victims of Japanese military sex slavery who had to appear
in court 23 times between Busan, Korea and Shimonoseki,
Japan. Both films show a brilliant ensemble of actresses. This
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is another path KIM chose to take. In a press conference for
her latest film Moonlit Winter , she said, “For an actress of my
age, it isn’t easy to get a leading role in films. I do hope that
this film demonstrates that a female character is worthy of
being front and center.”
Moonlit Winter follows the journey of Yoon-hee (KIM Hee-ae) as
she sets off to Otaru, Japan along with her daughter Sae-bom
(KIM So-hye) after receiving a letter from her first love who
lives there. Since her family disapproved of her love, Yoon-hee
moved on and lost her sense of self. However, on her way back to
her first love, Yoon-hee starts feeling like she has recieved a new
lease on life. It is a meaningful experimental queer melodrama
featuring middle-aged women. KIM created yet another major
work with her delicate portrayal of the mind of someone who
leaves behind the cold winter of life and experiences a new
spring. The film confirms that she is one of the rare actresses in
Korea who can express deep layers of emotion.
KIM once said that she takes every project as her last chance,
and it might well be the secret to her long career. On top of
this, she has a keen eye for projects and the courage to try new
things. It may be true that middle-aged actresses have fewer
opportunities, but KIM clearly proves that acting can bring an
actress to new territories.
by LEEEun-sun (Film Journalist) | photographed by Oh kye Ohk
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